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Selected As Best All-Round Kentucky Community Newspaper For 1947
MEMOIR
UDIT

WEA,.....;THER FORECAST
.KENTUCKY: Fair with'little
ehange in temperatufe: tenIra! and west portionsclearing and cooler extreme east
portions today.
Fair and
cooler tonight and Saturday.

UREAU
OP

IRCULATI

S

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

Murray, Kentucky, Friday Afternoon, April 2, 1948

High School Seniors
Receive Honor At
Special Assembly
Six Named
To National
Honor Society

MURRAY POPULATION

6,000

VOI:XIXWO:247

Rumor Squelched That
City Busses Will
„co
Discontinue Run,9.13',:es.3. g

GLOBAL MD BILL
GETS FINAL OK
IN CONGRESS

RULES LISTED
TO SAVE TOTS
FROM FIRE

Manager To Ask Support Of
Council To Stop Fare Boost

Six Murray High School seniors
were honored yesterday with membership in the National honor socWASHINGTON, April 2 (UP)iety. Special awards were presented to them at an assembly pro- Congress give final approval today
s,
s
harem a 9:20 in the high school such- to, the nation's most extensive and
By ,Quinton Simonsen
torium.
costly foreign aid program since
The current rumor that the MistThe six students accepted as lend-lease.
Many citizens expose their childray 'Bus Company will cease opermembers of the honor society are:
ren to death by fire and disease
The house and senate are slated
, Joe Cable. 17, sun of Mr. and Mrs.
every day, Fite Chief Spencer
ations has no basis in fact, it was
okay the $6,098,000.000 iBI global
T. R. Cable; Ronald Churchill, Jr., to
warned residents of Murray in a
learned today from Peter J. Giawhich
bill,
includes
aid
Eurothe
17, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Spring Clean-Up announcement.
TO SMASH TINY ATOM-This i loW a cyclotron is born. The incandescent ingots being
Recovery Program. President
coma, manager of the company.
Churchill; Phil Crawford, 17, son pean
Fire kills mqre children in the'
taken from a heatitil furnace,.át the Bethlehem Steel CO. plant Weigh 2171/2 to11
Truman's signature may start the
4,40,oct
Sea
Ch
1
o
However, said Ciacoma, he plans
of Dr. and Mrs."-T-E. Crawford;
home
than
other
anyi
single
cause
madaid to Ilse, the plates forged from these IngOts will form part Of the
shipments on their way by toBill Rowlett, 17, son of Mr. and first
of accidential death, he pointed out
Martin Roberts. 36, died at his to go before the regular meeting
-pound man,L4he University Of Chicago's new $1,700,000 cyclotron.
morrow.
Mrs. J. M. Rowlett; Hitch Todd.
in an appeal to every citizen to join home on Murray route 2 this morn- of the city council tonight to seee
committee
senators
A
of
and rep17. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herthis year's community clean-up in ing after an illness of one year.
assistance in coping with a pecular
bert Todd. Murray route 6; and resentatives completed the final
an effort to rid the city of firse
Survivors include h is parents, situation which has arisen here
Jerry Williams. 17. son of Mr. and draft of the bill shortly before midhazards.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Roberts; a sisnight after a daylong conference.
Mns. L. D. Williams.
The chief cited figures of The ter, Mrs. D. K. Trevathan of Mur- that vitally effects the operation
Selection of students for this hon- It includes authorizations of:
National Board of Fire Underwrit- ray; two brothers, Goebel Roberts cif the city transportation system..
$5,300,000.000 for the European
or is based on the point system.
To put the whole thing in a nuters which showe that out of 6.000 of Murray route 2. and
Onis Rob- shell:. he said, motorists in
Superintendent of City Schools Recovery Program with Spain intown
children who die from 'home acci- erts of Murray route 5.
W. Z. Carter said. The points con- cluded.
are picking up too many riddents every year, more than 2.000
Mr. Roberts was a member of the
sidered are scholarship, leadership.
ers, or regular bus patrons, so that
Miss Lillart Howowell, president
$463,000,000 for economic and miliThe schedule of the Sixteenth ner". Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Noel. Jr., or 33 per cent are burned or scalci- Flint Baptist Church
where funeral cost of operation now exceeds
character and service.
of the Murray branch of the Ameri- Annual Conference of the
tary aid to China.
inKen- directors of Disciple Center, Mur- ed. Thousands more are crippled by services will be held at 1000 o'clock
Ratings are made by the faculty
come.
$275,000,000 for military aid to can Association of University Wo- tucky Methodist Student Movement ray, leaders; 8. "The Christian burns.
Saturday
forenoon
under
the
direcand class officers throughout the Greece
men.,/and Miss Mettle Trousdale, being held in Murray,
"Not that we •object to students
and Turkey
April 2-4 has Faith In Campus Life-, Rev. David
Yet many of these tragedies could tion of Rev. W. S. Davis and Rev.
four years the student is in high
trying to catch a ridewhen they're
160.000.000 for the United Nations member, will ape* at Bowling been announced in order that Sageser, Morehead, leader; 7. "The have been prevented by a little care Floyd Wilson.
Burial
will
in
be
school.
broke, or a motorist picking up a
reen tonight to the A. A. U. V. friends in Murray
enai fund
may attend ses- Bible Serves My Ltfe- Todar'. 17F, The chief continued. -lie suggested the Elm Grove cemetery.
Wi main speaker at.the program
friend he sees walking along the
chapter there.
The $6.098,000,000 (B) total
sions ,of interest to them.
Lester Colloms, Union College. that parents spend a little more
The
Max
Churchill
was Charles Baugh of the Murray
funeral home street,- said Giacoma. -because we
Their topic will be "The Inpares with the $7,000.000.000
leader; 8. "The Christian Faith in time in cleaning out home fire haz- is in charge of arrangements.
Insurance Agency. He stressed the
realize this is only a neighborly
Friday. April 2
initial appropriation for len,- ease ternational Federation of University
Race
Relations",
ards,
protect
and
Rev.
their
children's
S.
C.
Mafour qualities used in selecting the
gesture in' a friendly town.4:00-6:00 P.M. Registration at the
which congress approved in- March. Women." They will also discuss
Kee,
lives.
pastor
College
Presbyterian
students. He said that continued
"The thing that we do object to.1941. That program was under- the I. F. U. W. conference they at- Methodist Church.
Church, Murray, leader: 9. "SumHe called for wholehearted coobservaUop of these would place
he pointed out,
motorists pulling
7:00 P.M -Annual banquet atthe 'mer' Strtna Opportunities'
taken to send planes. tanks, guns tended as delegates _at' Toronto.
', Miss operation from every parent, -every
all on the honor society for life.
Into bus stops right ahead of a bus
and other materiale to foreign Canada, last August.
Woman's Club House, Ens-:
Thema! Ann Eva Gibbs, director Wesley householder and civic group
to
Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberts. countries
and picking up a whole load of
whose defense was con- u
S. Kepler speaking on "Why Are Foundation. Murray. leader:
10. check homes and community for
member of the society and faculty
passengers who had been waiting
sidered vital to/our own.
We Here?"
"World
Christian
Community", possible fire dangers, and to clean
member of the high school, was in
for the bus" The drivers report
In addition/to the foreign aid bill,
9130 P.M. Meeting of the state Him Dorothy Nyland, New
York, up disease-harboring rubbish in vacharge of the program and present.
that this has happened frequently
concerned with these
warn i nalusg commis
cant !ists where children play:
ed a certificate and pin to each of
at the bus stops by the- Peoples
other d elopments:
S.larday..Aprll 3
2:30 P.M. Business meeting and
Specifically. he listed recommenthe new members.
Savings Bank an'd the Collegiate
D
-UMT-The senate armed
Breakfast in the homes.
election of officers.
dations of The National Board ot
Twenty members of the National
Inn.
services committee prepared to
Sunday.
May
2nd, has been des9:00 A.M. Devotions by Berea
3:00 P.M. Devotions by Jean Nall, Fire Underwriters to be used as a
Honor Society, who are alumni of
Giacoma reported that, it costs
wind up its hearings on PresidentCONFERENCE
ignated
as
GO - TO
SUNDAY- an average
delegates. Dr. Kepler's second lec- Southeastern Jurisdictional MYF fire prevention guide by parents:
Murray High School, were present
of
per day to opTruman's draft and universal miliSCHOOL DAY in Kentucky. Sponture, "Why Are We Religious?"
President. "How Can I Get AlOng
at the assembly
Rules for illifety
pet-ate the
bus
line
whether
tary training requests. Among the
1000 A.M. Business meeting.
With Myself", Dr. Kepler
I. Never leave children alone in sored .by the Kentucky Sunday there are any passengers riding
The second, and last, quarterly
or
final witnesses will be Gen. Dwight
11:30 A.M. Lunch at the College
4:00 P.M. Tour of Kentucky Dam. the home. Be sure your sitters are School Association, as in former not The bus maintains a schedule
conference of this conference year
D. Eisenhower. former Army Chief
600.7.M. Picnic supper at Ken- mature a. ' -"sponsible enough for years. the Sunday schools of all of two runs per hour from the
on the Hazel Circuit will be held cafeteria.
of Staff.
denominations, over the state, are
the care of young children.
1:30 P.M. Reconvene for Dis- tucky Lake.
Sunday evening. April 4. at South
stove plant to the college addition.
EDUCATION - The senate ap.
again asked to join in this move2. Make certain your sitters knew
Pleasant Grove Methodist Church. cussion groups. 1. "The Christian
7:00 P.M. Devotions by Asbury
from 6:45 a m. to 10:00 p. gg. This
proved $3000,000,000 federal-aid-to
ment
which
has
for
its
objectives
how
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKto call the fire department
Rev. Wm S Evans, District Su- Faith and My Job-, Miss Cyrintha delegates. Address by Miss Doroeducation bill went to the house
(II spotlighting the Sunday School is the reason for tie fixed cost of
YARDS, 1111. April 2 i UP) (USDA)
3. Be positive-that, matches, hot
perintendent. Will preach at 7:30 Terry. Lindsey. Wilson College, thy Nylana.
Operations.
with only an even chance of passand
its importance in the develop-Livestock:
and the business session will fol- leader: 2. "A Christian Student's
8:00 P.M. Folk games and recrea- liquids, lighted candles and lamps
As a concrete illustration. Giacoage at this session of congress Alment
of
Christian
character:
and
are out of children's reach.
Hogs 9,600; salable .500 ;as comlow,
Theology." Dr. Chester Phillips, tion in Gilbertsville auditorium.
vocates of the measure said its bigai providing an opportunity for ma pointed out that it costs ap4. Don't permit children to play
All officials of the charge are Lindsey-Wilson College. leader; 3.
pared with 7.500 yesterday. Weights
•
Sunday. April 4
proximately 30 cents to run 'he
gest test would come in the house
with bonfires or fireworks. Fires the Sunday schools to unite in a bus from the city square
urged to be ptesent and visitors are "My Life as a Methodist," Rev,
180 lbs up. met 50c lower than
Breakfast in the homes.
to the
labor committee.
special
state-wide
effort
to
increase
welcome.
Thursday'saver ge; spots 7e lowGeorge W. Bell. pastor Murray
9.30 AM. Communion Service for marshmallow toasting and popcollege campus. or 30 cents per
AIR FORCE-Rep Paul W. Shaattendance and enrollment.
er; lighter weights 50 to 75c lower;
Methodist Church. leader; 4. "Un- and installation of state officers by corn roasts should be held in firemile
Assuming
that
all passengers
fer. R. Michigan . predicted that
The -recent action of the U. S.
Steve Miracle of Bell county derstanding Myself." Rev, C. D. Rev. James I.. Soapy, executive places, only and always under adult
sows 25 to 50e lower
use tokens to nay their fare, this
Bulk good congress will
Supreme Court with regard to
demand a 70-group plans to increase
his laying flock Goodwin, University of Kentucky, secretary of the Memphis Confer- supervision
and choice 180 to 240 lbs 21.25 to 22; air force,
would
mearr
that a maximum of
weekday religious education in pubwhether the administra- from
5. Don't dress your children in
500 to 2.000 birds this year
top sparingly 22.25; 240 to 270 Ible,
leader: 5 "Choosing a Life Part- ence.
tion likes it or not. Administration
lic schools places upon the Sunday six passengers must ride the bus
highly
flammable
clothing,
such
as
on
1950.
to 21.50; 270 to 300 lbs 18.50 defense
each
trip just to pay the cost
10:50 AM. Morning worshipschools of the nation a greater replans call merely for strenof operations.
to 19.50: few 19.75, 160 to 170 lbs, gthening
"How Big is a Christian World"- fluffy net dresses, brushed cotton or sponsibility than
the present 55-group air
ever for gathering
bruished
rayon
suits.
With the new two-cents-per-gal2075.
to 21.50, 130 to 150 lbs 18 to force.
the lain of Dr. Kepler's sermons.
in and teaching the youth of the
.
-6. in cases of fire, get the children
lon tax on gasoline, the operating
20.50; few to 21. 100 to 120 lbs
12:00 Noon-Lunch at the Methland the basic religious, truthie,upen
UNAKERICAN-A member of
out
of
the
house
first,
then
call
the
13.50 to 17; sows 450 lbs down. 16 to the house
odist Church for delegates.
which the life of an individual, cost will be even more. he said.
Unamerican activities
fire department.
The bus line uses 1400 gallons of
1675: ovee 450 lbs 15.50 to 16 Stags committee claims
Approximately 100 students will
state and nation must be built if
atomic scientist
gas per month which means an
13 to 15.
be arriving in Murray on Friday to
Edward U Condon associated with
it is to endure. "The promotion and
additional $2800 will be added to
Cattle 2.000; salable 700: calves "thirty or more" persons
attend this state wide meeting. They
observance of
Go-To
of quesSunday- expenses
700. all salable. Receipts extreme- tionable loyalty to the
WASHINGTON, , April 2 (UP(-National Commander James F. will return to various schools over
School Day" said Field Secretary
U. S. Rip.
Giacoma said that he has no defi:I- 1y light with hardly enough on sale Richard M. Vail, R. Ill.,
the state on Sunday afternoon.
Fred T. Fowler, " is a movement
said the O'Neil said today the American Legion believes that the time has come
to make a market. Odd head committee will back up Its
toward the recognition and accept- nite proposal to offer the city
charges for Congress to put this country on a "war footing" because it is "movmedium to good from 24 to against .Cendon In public hearing ing toward
ance of the challenge of the hour" council He realizes that the state
war at an accelerated pace."
•
ban against hitch-hiking on the
27.25: these about steady. Cows later this month.
Originated by the late De George
Therefore, he said. Congress sh(iiild enact•draft and universal miliabout steady. beit draggy with canA. Joplin. Kentucky was the first highways cannot be enforced inside
SHIPS-Two congressmen urged
ners and cutters encountering pres- that ships of any nation which dis- ,tary training immediately.
state to observe a Go-To-Sunday the limits of the incorporated city.
O'Neill told the Senate armed services committee that a stand-by
sure in the unusual dull Friday criminates against U. S. vessels or
School Day, anf Governor James Of course, the city could pass an
ISCLLETIel
e clean up. A few good cows 21 to imeltineti are. barred from American draft would be a "cowardly out" in view of the tense world situation.
B. McCreary was the first Governor ordnance prohibiting hitch-hiking
but doubted that such a,, raeasure
CONGRESS OVERRIDES VETO to issue a
22; common and medium beef cows ports. Reps. Henry J. Latham, it,
proclamation The goal
The Senate 'vote was 77 to 10- for the first year was "1.000.000 in would be advisable or necessary_
14 to 17; a few light shelly canners N. Y. and Schuyler 0. Bland, D..
City officials and police also in19 over the necessary two thirds
1,2 to 13; bulls and vealers steady; Vie., introduced bills to enforce the
Sunday school on May 3. 1914" The
Robert Jarman; vice-preiiident of
The Senate vote followed the goal was net reached, although the dicated today that they held a dim
medium to good sausage bulls 21 to proposed "lockout."
WASHINGTON, April -2 (UP)-Russiari effoifit to freeze the western the Rotary club gave„.a report on
House vote of 311 to 88. or 45 more attendance increased about 100 per view of such an ordinance.
23; odd head beef bulls to 23 50:
WHEAT CARRYOVER-The state
the Rotary District Conference held
The city franchise held by the
than the two-thirds majority.
:cutter and canner bulls 17 to 20; department wants to repeol a law Powers out of Berlin may be followed soon by similar Soviet moves in
cent The goal was reached in 1913.
in Henderson the first part of the
Sunday School Day. The movement bus company Authorizes a straight
good and choice vealers. 23 to 28; requiring that a carryover of at Vienna. government officials said today. week, at the meeting yesterday at
State Department an National Defense officials believed the Soviet
became part of the regular program ten cent fare'. but. the company
least 150.000.000 bushels of wheat
common and medium'15 to 23.
WASHINGTON, April 2 (UP)the Woman's Club Nous.
of the Kentucky Sunday School voluntarily cut the fare to four
Sheep 750: fallible 400: hardly be kent in this country as of next aim was to embarrass the United States and other western powers. The
President
Truman
Attending
today vetoed the
te
the meetin with Rev.
Association and thousands of per- tokens for a quarter when they
enough on sale to test market. Few July 1. In a letter to the senate Russians, it was said, apparently hope to hurt
American prestige in an Jarman were Guy Billiniton.'C. 0. tax reduction bill on the ground
eon., have been brought into Sun- began operations last July.
sales about steady. Half deck good agriculture committee, the depart- effort to influence
the critical. April 18 election in Italy.
that it would "weaken the UniNd
During March, said Giacoma. buBondurani. and G. W. James. "
day school through its observance.
and, choice Texas lambs, 23; short ment said a limit on exports might
siness fell off 10 per cent from
The Conference was inspiration- States" in a time of danger.
deck medium and good 20; other force many European couhtries te
Both hbuse and senate appeared
what it was in April. "If this trend
al. Rev. Jarman said, and was highlower their bread rations and thus
classes nominal.
.•
continues." he said, -our only allyaisistructive and revealing of the ready, however, to enact the $4,900.interfery with ERP. The departternative will be to cut out :he
000,000 measure_ over his vetospirit
Rotary..
ment suggested that the U. S. exBombay, April 2 (UP)-The Indian government struck sharply today
tokens and charge a straight ten
. Grover Wood James gave a re- probably before the day is over.
port -as much breed grain as our against the Communist party The communists
retorted by ceiling out port on the lighter side of the concent fare as authorized in the franSuch action by congress would
essential domestic needs permit."
on strike some 6,090,workers in the central government office in Cal- ference.
chse."
eliminate all federal income taxes
Giacmoa intends to present hilt
cutta.
Visiting Rotarians from Paris, for 7.400.000 persons and give the
CHICAGO, April 2 (UP)-Procase squarely to the city fathers
. - first major tax reduction
Reports from cifierfhHerman Reynelds, rest thiti
roughout India indicatcenhat police had struck Tenn., were
duce:
and hopes that some good will
in a series of raids on communist offices and had arrested hundeeds of Pled Brisendine. Powell Rickman, in near TS, 20 years.
Poultry: 9 trucks. Market firm.
The President's 1,700-word veto
and Cliff Seeber. John Arrington,
The Retail Merchants Association come from the discussion He :inpersons in an effort to smash the arty.
Colored fryers 44; Plymouth Rock
was the guest of Ed Settle, Mr. message was sent to the house met last night at 7:00 p.m. in the dicated that he doesn't like the
fryers 40; White. Rock fryers 45;
Arrington Is the -ne* Manager of while he was attending Canadian- Circuit court room of the court idea- of raising prices because the
Plymouth Rock broilers 41; White
the Parks- Belk store in Mayffeld: American day ceremonies at Will- house. The meeting was called to burden will fall on the regular patRock broilers 41; colored broilers
Ken Dunkin, state manager of the iamsburg, Va. It listed •these ma- decide on the issue of whether to rons who depend on the bus for
41: Whit Rock springs 47: PlyBICHLTN:A.ril 2 (UP)-The 10.000 Americans in Berlin were fed Travelers Fire Insurance Company jor reasons far disapproving any close one afternoon a week during transportation to and from work.
"The
King
of
Kings.a
Cecil
B.
mouth Rock springs 47, colored
DeMille production will be shown% from the air today, But U. S. Commander Gen. Lucius D. Clay announced for Kentucky. swat the guest of tax cut now:
the summer months and if so at
springs 46.
Karl Frazee.
in the Little Chapel on the college that ah attempt will be made to resume rail
I. The bill would "undermine what time.
shipments of supplies-to
Cheese: Twins 40 to 41; single
campus Saturday, April 3, at 7:00
New members received and initi- the soundness of our government
After two hours of discussion a
the German capital tonight.
daisies 42 to 431,1; Swiss 65 to 68.
o'clock.
ated were George Robinson, Glen finances at a time when world vote was taken.
Those present
Butter: 432,416 pounds
Market
This movie, which portrays the
Doran And Verne Kyle
peace depends upon the strength of voted to close on Thursday after'unsettled. 95 score 81; 92 score 81:
life of Christ, is being sponsored
Members were reminded that the the United States."
noon each week during the months
90 score 81. Carlots 90 score 81;
by the Campus Religious Counc:1
Annual Ladies Night is set for next
2. It would produce a deficit in of May, June, July and August. It
89 score 804.
It was shown recently at the Broadfiscal 1949 and "greatly increase was agreed that this vote would not
ROME. April 2 UWi-Pre-election violence was stepped up to a new Thursday night at 6:00 p.m.
Eggs: (Browns and white mixed)
•
way Methodist Church in Paducah pitch today.
the danger of further inflation."
be final until the remainder of the
30.711 cases
Market steady. Ex- to a capacity
A youth rally will be held at the
audience.
3. For the average family the members were contacted to see if
Novis Ezell returned last night
One left wing labor union leader was slain and two others wounded
tras 70 to 80 per cent A 45 to 464:
Sinking Springs Baptist Church,
Townspeople are invited to atfrom Memphis where he visited his tax cut "would be an evil in dis- they would concur in the decision.
seriously less than 24 hours after communist leaders had threatened a
extras 60 to 70 per cent A 44 to tend.
Saturday. April 3 at 7 P M.
An .admission charge of IS
father. A. B. Ezell, who is re- guise" because it would help to
The final decision will be anAll young people are urged to
4SVs; stanciards 42 to 431i, current cents will
be made to help de- nationwide strike because of a wave of assassinations of communist cuperating from en operation at "drive the cost of living still nounced at a later date. Ed
-Settle attend this service...stated /4. M.
re01141%
Checks 381t.
union officials.
fray expenses.
Baptist Memorial Hospial.
higher."
is president of the organ
on.
Hampton. pastor of the church...
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AAUW Mem
To Speak
Bowling

MARTIN ROBERTS
DIES AFTER
LENGTHY ILLNESS

Schedule Announced
For Annual Conference

SUNDAY SCHOOL
DAY IN KENTUCKY
SET FOR MAY 2

.

nala CIRCUIT TO

HAVE QUARTERLY

$4000

LIVESTOCK

International Situation in Brief
Legion Urges "War Footing"

Russian "Freeze" Expected Elsewhere

VP.'

•

Police Strike Against Communists

PRESIDENT TRUMAN
VETOES TAX
ROTARIANS HEAR REDUCTION BILL
JARMAN REPORT ON
HENDERSON MEET

RETAIL MERCHANTS
DEBATE CLOSING
HOURS FOR SUMMER

a

PRODUCE .

"King of Kings"
*TO- Be Shown At
College Chapel

Hoiii• To Resume Rail Shipments

Sinking Spring
To Hold Youth
Rally Saturday

Italian Violeince Increases
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Spent At Oak

,Ridge Plant

W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
JA.1.1LES -C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER

•

By LARRY ANDERSON
United Press Staff Correspondent

-s

Sunday

at .193 North qth Ste Murray,

Entered at the Post Offute..idurray, Kentucky,. ear sreisamieeispe_eas
Second Class Matter

•

FiI

'''1

HENDON

The atomic, energy, commission
_SEATTLE (U.P.)-_,Iohn and Virplans new construction at Oak s
ginia Murray were looking desper'tratalling 424E771.2a ---Ridees-Tentia'
ately4or-a place to live-last Auguot,
of which $176,493.883 has -been- set .
just like many other veteran coupasiae fur housing ani communitS?
les in Seattle.
- SUBSCRIPTION RATES:. By Carrier in Murray. per week 15e, per
month, 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties. pet year. $3 50, else. facilities.
Glancing through the. classified
where $5.50.
A transer.pt of recent. testimony
ads in a local newspaper sine day,
- betore a house appropriations sub,
they saw this:
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO., 803 Sterick
"Housebeat. Three bedrooms.
Bpilding, Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. Michigan committee released today revealed
that the commission plans a long Three • • bathe- -Large living room.
Ave, Chicago; 80 Boylston St Boston.
-term construction program at Oak
Large utility room,. Kitchen . with
Ridge which would include:
breakfast nook."
1. Construction of research tacit:. It sounded a little unusual but
Sties at a total coat of $39.875.650.
iniod. Particularly ,because it was
2. ,Production plant facilities at
moored in Portage .Bay on the
a total cost,of $.%.276.225
south edge of ..the University of
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
The commission
officials said
Washington campus. whnse John
that the operating costs for Oak
was going to school.
Summer
We reserve the right.to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
They went to see the houseboat.
sr Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest Ridge d uring fiscal. 1948 are estimated
at
$25.287340.
They
said
that
It turned out to be the old -Arid.
af our readers.
WITH A NEW
this would be offset by revenues
a 65-foot passenger boat 'which
would come
of 17.124,914. which
Friday Afternoon, April 2, 194S
ran on Lake Washington for many ,
from housing rentals, transportayears.
' I
•
tion fares, medical fees and othgr
Not So Luxurious
your car
sonreet
While they last we/Will
It wasn't exactly as luxurious
•EW TMEATMENT-Dr. Phillip brachman. of Chicago, with
The.,commission released no deand
spacious
as
the
ad
implied;
complete
With new clutch %Whale!
Morterison, ltmonths-old victim of talipes (clubreconditio,und engine,
tailed breakdown of its construsThe only plumbins consisted of
foot), demonstrates his device for the treatment of the
nun program for research and proone cold water faucet and the
and throw-,otit bearing if needed.
s
By HARMON W. NI('HOES
i into a frosty centerpiece. which said duction . facilities.- But it said :hat
affliction. Dr_ BraChman says he has used the device, which
vessel tweeted a heating system.
United Preis Staff t'errespoudent ; big shot won't even notice and an estimated 817.848.042 would Ile
consists of two metal plates mounted on two flat slotted bars
But the Murrays were resource- i
Inch:Ides oil and gaskets and READY TO GO.
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—Philadelphia Phillies Hope To Finish
'Fifth Thu Year With Stronger Team
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man On in the ninth inning. .Ed
Stevens and Ralph Kinder homered for the Pirates.
, • —0—
Tucson, Ariz., April 2 (UP) —
Home runs by Hank Edwards and.
Walt Judnich sparked a five-pun
seventh inning that gave the Cleveland Indians a 6 to I triumph over
the Chicago White Sox yesterday.
Rookie hurler Roman Brunswick
was the victip-of the uprising. Bob
Feller pitched a five-hit shutout for
six innings for the tribe.
—0-TAMPA, Fla., April 2 (UP)—
The Cincinnati Reds' roster„was reduced to 3 5players today with the'
optioning of 23-year-old outfielder
Bob Usher to the Syracuse chiefs
of the International League.
Ewell Blackwell and Everett
Lively have been named to pitch
against the St. Louis Cardinals today. The Reds have six straight
the
victories and have beaten
Cards three straight times.
—0—
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla., April
2 (UPI—The Philadelphia A's were
to leave their training camp here
today to begin the barnstorming
swing that will carry them back to
the North.
The A's will go first to Orlando
for a week-end series against WashCOCONUT COURT—Crowned Miss Coconut: or 1948. pretty
ington. They won their final game
Ellen James, 18-year-old Miami redhead, wields the symbol
here yesterday, 3 to 2, over Torof her reign over eight comely ladies-in-wating in coconutonto although they made only four
hits against Jock Thompson.
filled little Croaley at her coconut court among tha nalms
—0—
VERO BEACH, Fla., April 2
been operating only during the sum(UP)—Rookie pitcher John Hall
mer and tall months, canning Albaand veteran outfielder Frenchy
core tuna, caught off the west coast
Bordagary were added to the
of the United States.
Brooklyn Dodger squad which
Plans Full Year
leaves here today on a barnstormBy
HAROLD
HUGHES
'
If
the
expensive
machinery .and
Worth,
ing four to start in Fort
United Press Staff Correspondent well paid workers can be kept busy.
Texas.
ASTORIA, Ore.(UP)—The efforts all year canning the tropical yelSouthpaw Joe Hatten was the
toast of the team as a result of his of a Seattle "wonder boy" to break lowfin tuna, then the sandwich is
going to cost leas—at least. that's
one-hit, 8 to 2, victory over Mon- the tuna canning MinIcal. Of
packing firms might well what fishermen here believe.
treal yesterday, the first time a California
Also, there will be a wider mardecide how much you pay for that
Dodger hurler has gone the route.
tuna sandwich at the corner drug ket for northwest canneries because
A walk, an error, and a triple scorthe scarce Albacore is a de luxe
store.
ed Montreal's only run in the third
Nick Bez, a determined Yugo- tuna, not like the yellowfin which
inning and Batten then retired 19
slav immigrant from Seattle,. who just loves to snuggle up,to a milk
straight batters.
has risen to national success in shake.
Rookie outfielder Ed (Duke) fishing and aviation, has delivered
But the counter punch in this
Snyder had three hits, including a the second blow of a e'ne - two battle may land squarely on the
420-foot homer.
Bez beak. He has to whip the
punch.
—0—
A converted navy vessel is fish- tough, enterprising California packSARASOTA.. Fla., April 2 (UP) ing at present off Costa Rica in ers.
He also has to find the tuna.
—The Boston Red Sox today op- "home waters" of tlie,Californians.
And there are a lot of bankrupt
The ship is former repair ship
to
tioned pitcher Pete Modica
Louisville and released outfielder Al renamed the Saipan. The Saipan tuna fishermen around who explain
is the "mothership" in a new tech- that the latter can• be very difficult,
Simononis outright to Scranton.
- The Red Sox defeated Louisville nique to freeze and -store yell
yesterday 4 to 3. with three runs in tuna off the hot, tropical coasts
the ninth inning. Three walks, a of Latin-American. Capacity is 750
single, a double, and a fly compris- tons of fish.
Other Ships Used
43
ed the winning rally.
The Saipan is the follow up of
—0—
Bez's first blow which he delivered
ORLANDO, Fla, April 2 (UPi
with the aid of $4,000,000 spent on
Four rookies were sent to the mithe ship Pacific Explorer by the
nors today by the Washington SenReconstruction Finance Corporaators.
tion. The Pacific Explorer is being
Pitcher Scott Cary and outfielder refitted
in Seattle for further "exDean Stafford were optioned to the ploratory" trips, probably into the
Senators' Chattanooga Farm in the Bering Sea off the Russian coast.
Southern Association. Pitcher VerThe determined Bea has still annon Curtis was released outright other blow ready for delivery. Anto the same club. Infielder Cal other "mothership" called the TiniEsmer was optioned to Charlotte, an is being outfitted at Astoria.
N. C. in the Tri-State League.
It too, will store 75 tons of frozen
tuna..
And here is how Bei hopes to affect that drugstore tuna sandwich
by his gamble on the high seas.
The Astoria tuna canneries have
brooder
satisfactory
Low-cost
stoves can be made at home, it is
stated in Circular 157, "Brooding
Chicks," published by the College
of Agriculture and Home Economics of the University of Kentucky. See a county agent or write
to the college for these leaflets telling how to make brooder stoves:
Leaflet 17, "How to Make A Lantern Brooder;" "Leaflet 44, "Homemade Brick Brooder, Stoves," and
Leaflet 46, 'Metal-Drum Brooder
Stoves."

Bad Weather
.HamperiSpring
Baseball Practice

ning
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arns, two holdovers, will be the reserve outfielders
Andy Seminick represents fair
-catching strength and will do most
of the receiving with Al Lakeman,
By 11,10 M. PETERSEN do a lot toward putting the PhillIes
secured from the Reds, the No. 2
Utifted Press Sports Editor
higher on the National.League lad- man.and
Don Padgett, a good plain
'
hitter, in the third slot.
CLEARWATER. Fla., April 3 der•
Cullenbine will 'play "right field lk - The pitching depends a lot on
_ (UP)—Some one will have to finish
if last Ode year, but Ben " Chapman With Harry. Walker'. in center and !whether two veterans have an.1_ is sure it won't.he his Philadelphia Del Ennis in right. It could be as either good year in their againg
hard a hitting Outfield as the league right arms. They are Emil (Dutch)
Phillies.
• "We're through with that cellar will see this season.
Leonard and Lynwood (Schoolboy)
Waler, after a slow start, has Rdwe. Without them, Chapman
stuff," he forecast confidentely.
'We strengthened our club a lot started hitting this spring and feels would be up against 'it.
I dttring the off season and I believe that he has a good chance to repeat
Leonard won 17 games last year
we have a good chance of finishing as batting champion. He won the while Rowe, despite the fact that
as. high as fifth. We may. even crown last year with' a mark of he was sidelined several times by
injuries, came up with 14 victories.
.363.
crowd into the first division."
hat probably is aiming too high,
Ennis, who reported out of shape Both appear to be in good shape
but if Chapman should come up last year, looks like he might come this spring and Chapman is confiwith the pitching to match his back to his great rookie season dent he can count on them to some
other
departments the Phillies when he hit .313 in 1946. He slump- through with about 30 triumphs.
c-oeald surprise. The outfield and ed off to '.257 last year, but was
infield both have a first division coming along fast as the season
cottiplexion if rookie Albert Flair closed and both he and Chapman
shatild come through at first base. are confident that he will get back
itt Flair, Bert Haas, Roy Cullen into the .300 class..
bike and Eddie Miller; Chapman
Cullenbine hit only .224 with Debelieves he has pkked up four troit last year, but Chapman be'plaiers who will go a long way to- lieves the change of scenery will
%Aid taking that old doormat label benefit him.
of 'his club.
"We all know he can hit that
Inclement weather has hampered
Pair bit .308 for New Orleans long ball and I'm sure he will hit
1.4f year and Chapman has told the enough of them to do us a lot of preparation of a practice field for
Coach Carlisle Cutchin and the
yoUngster that the first base job good." the Phillies pilot declared.
Murray baseball team as they train
Is ,itis.
Miller, of course, figures
Should Flair fail to make the for
the opening game against Mem- ON RECOVERY ROAD—Babe Ruth,tanned and rested, smiles
to:add a lot of strength to the in. grade, Cullenbine will be shifted to
phis State on April 10. The lack of at news that he is on the road to compete recovery. His
Ii.
with his shortstop play while first with a 'rookie, John 'Blatnik,
will be at third, where he did going to right. Blatnik, a .334 hit- sunshine also kept the Breda inside, doctors report that sunshine and treatment have made the
for the first two weeks of drills. .
Babe he5,Ithier than he has been in two years.
oSt Of his playing tor the Reds ter with Wilkes-Barre Pa.; of the
Another blow to the team was the
year.
Eastern League last year,' has
announcement this week that Jim
t second will be the Antelope, shown lots of promise and ChapPearce has decided to report for
1 Verban and the Miller-Ver- man is sure he will do.
spring football practice. Pearce hit
second base combination could 'Charles Gilbert and Buster Ada lusty .333 last year and played a
sterling game at third base.
Indoor Workouts
PEANUT, JOHN and ARTHER
Cutchin said it was difficult to
determine the status of certain
players on the basis of indoor workouts.. At the present time he will
has the latest equipment for Reboring Blocka, Reconditioning
string along with the ,veterans of
Molars, Refacing and Resealing Valves: also Honing Bushings
last year and three newcomers.
for Pistons. Rods or anything for Cars, Trucks or Tractors. All
The new men who have impressPrecision Filled.
ed the Bred mentor are catcher
Jim Williams, infielder Charles
ALL -WORW-GUARANJEED
McKee, and outfielder Carl Powis.
Outstanding lettermen are catchers
We Appreciate Your Business
Tom Toon and George Leonard;
pitchers Newton Buchanan, Johnny
Reagan, Milton Sanders, and Jim
Taylor; infielders Marvin Cohlmeyer, Claude Nunnelly, Harold
Loughary, and Bill McClure; and
outfielders Lubie Veale and Jack
Turner,
Direct Route Kentucky to Michigan

.nd Certainly
m.'
• ,But we
still is, the
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Northwest Gunnini
For California's
Tuna Monopoly

MAPLE STREET AUTO REPAIR

iN

BROOKS BUS LINE

Fastest Time-Thru Buses

— Shortest Route

All Sells Reserved -- Radio for Your Pleasure — Pillow Service
Daily Schedule — Lv. Murray 11:00 am, Ar Detroit 5:45 am.
Fare $111.06. without tax — Make Seat Reservations Early
For Information Call
MURRAY BUS TERMINAL
Phone 456 or Paducah sat
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our loved ones made the supreme sacrifice. And, in tribute to their memory,
in deepest gratitude, make their monu-

of these ideals.
You will find our advice helpful and
understanding in planning a monument,large or small. Let us tell you why
rin Barre Granite is worthy to pay
krix
tribute to our honored dead.

Murray Marble and Granite Works
111 Maple Street

Near Depot

l'home I21
f,

•

-

Ly
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Ferguson Grain Drill

Power Lawn Mowers
Double and Single Cultipackers
Pond Slips

Stokes Tractor and Implement Co.
Tel. 1156

East Highway
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Calloway County Lumber Company
Phone 72
North Fourth Street

WE SELL

RUBBER STAMPS
Ledger & Times

4

GRUNT 4,

IF YOUR CAR ACTS LIKE THIS
BRING IT TO

•

Double Duty
CESSPOOL AND
SEPTIC TANK
CLEANER
Also
Goad ie. Dtaln•O•

j.
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Thoroughbreds
Begin Spring
Grid Practice

Ferguson Tillers
Ferguson Bush and Bog Disc Harrows

Wide

—

Homemade Brooder
Stoves Described

ment a reminder to future generations

specialty,
and the
enlist in
grade up

Other Aspirants
Other 'aspirants for the team are
catchers Frank Wendryhoski and
Richard
Irons;
pitchers
Jack
Spiceland, Lloyd Swain, Don Williams, Joe Draffen, Ben Norrid, and
David Dunn: infielders Harold
Pollard, Harold Lakin. Bob WheatA LOT LrFF THE TOP—Eight-months-old Frank SaTvatinl.
ley, Dick Carroll, Jewell Deweese,
and Ed Robinson; and outfielders.
Jr.. of Hazleton, Pa., doesn't think there is anythipg unusual
Bill Thurmond, Ed Hickey, Bob
In getting a real, grown-up barber-shop haircut. Frank's
Johnson, Ben Talbott, Ray Ramage,
luxuriant tresses have been trimmed every six weeks since
Bob Swisher, and Willis Wofford.
he *as six weeks Old. His mother and barber Frank (Jalblati
Cutchin said that the • squad
take keen lqtere.st in the tonsorial oneration.
would have to be narrowed down
in the near future—because of a
lack of -facilities to handle such
a large number. Murray High school
I, participating in a spring sports
BRADENTOWN, Fla., April 2 Yankees added hope today that
program and the field which the
outfielder Charley (King Kong)
Breds use will not be available (UP)—The St. Louis Cardinals, fear- Keller can become a mighty sluguntil 4 o'clock each day.
ful of repeating the bad start they ger again.
made last season, were alarmed toPitching and Catching
Keller made his first appearance
On paper it appears that the 'in- day by the batting slump of Enos for the Yanks since June 6 yesterfield of the Murray nine is pretty (Country) Slaughter.
'
day as the New Yorkers routed the
well set ,with Cohlmeyer, Nunnelly,
The .raw-boned right fielder. Philadelphia Phillies, 10 to 1. In
Loughary, and McClure. The pitcit- counted on to bat in the cleanup five innings, he walked twice and
Mg and catching remains the same. spot, has made only one hit in his
lined out once. His spine, which
Right now the outfield is Cutchin's last 17 trips to- the plate, an averwas operated o'n during the winter,
major proLlem.
age of .056. Manager Esldie Dyer apparently did not bother him.
' A look at last year's batting aver- said he hopes to cure Slaughter by
—0—
ages shows that Cutchin has an- benching him for a few days.,
PHOENIX. Ariz.. April 2 (LJP)—
other problem in picking up some
The'Cardinals lost a 10-inning The New York Giants today officpower—to replace the loss of three
game yesterday to the Boston ially added to their roster two
top hitters. Norman Hammons with
Conat- players who have been in camp
a .418 average and Floyd Wheeler Braves, 4 to 3. when ClintTorgeson
Earl
all spring, and at the same time cut
with .389 have quit:, school. And ser's long fly scored
,from third base. The breves got loose, 13 other players.
Pearce with his .333 will be gone.
runs in the first
three
first
their
However, McClure with .441,
Outfielder Les Layton was purToon with :384,'Nunnelly with .326, inning against Al Brazle when Dan chased from Jersey City and 35with
diaiible
and Cohlmeyer with .319 will still .Litwhiler slammed a
year old first baseman Johnny McREAD THE CLASSIFIEDS!
be around to bolster the Bred hit- the bases loaded.'
Carthy, an ex-Giant, was bought
—0—
ting attack. If the weatherman will
from Minneapolis.
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla., April 2
relent for a few days Cutchin hopes
The players farmed out were: To 11:
to find some added power from the (UP!—A five-inning workout with Jersey City—Pitchers Andy Toranks of his large list of candidates. no ill effects gave the New York masic and Hugh Oser; catcher Sal
Yvars, infielder Mickey Witek, and
to center on offense.
and
outfielders Lloyd Gearhart
Other changes in the offing are Don Mueller; to Minneapolis—Pitthe switch of reserve fullback chers Mario Picone, Jack Carden,
Orval Gibbs to center and the mov- and Red Hardy, and outfielder Joe
ing of Jere McClure from fullback Lafata; to Jacksonfield — Pitchers
to quarterback.
Louis Lotnbardo and George. SpenOther Losses
der; to Sanford, Fla., for reassignIn edition to Carlisle other mem- ment—Infielder Poochy Alemendro.
A veteran Murray Thoroughbred bers of the 1947 squad that will not
The Giants scored their fifth vicfootball squad opened spring foot- be back are middle all-American todry in six games against the Pittsball drills March 22 under the direc- end Jack Wyatt, all-KIAC halfback burgh Pirates yesterday. 6 to 5, on
tion of Jim Moore, resigned coach, Tommy Walker, quarterback Bill Bob Thomson's homer with one
who will be in charge until recently McClure. guard Pet'kins Marquess,
appointed Coach Fred Faurot ar- and halfback Neal Hobart. Replacerives in early April.
mentS for these men will be sought
Captain Ken Evitt headed the during the spring workouts.
Moore is being assisted by Athsquad of approximately 55 men
FOR
that reported for the spring work- letic Director Roy Stewart, former
assistant
coaches
coach,
and
outs. A majority of these men either head
• Change of Oil
participated with the Jayvee or Kenny McRee and Johnny Under-,
Lubrication
•
wood. It is expected that these men
varsity squad last year.
staff for next year's
Moore stated that the squad would will form the Thoroughbreds.)
• Tank full of GOOD
work on fundamentals and a review edition of the
GULF GASOLINE
Stewart stated that Murray was
of the Missouri T,formation until
Faurot's arrival, The new mentor not contemplating a spring game as
will definitely run from that sys- all the available time would be
tem next year. He is Well-versed in needed in installing the new sys- Flying ants may be termites —
the intricacies of the system which tem under the new coach.
possibly in your home. A FREE
Squad To Be Cut
his brother. Don Faurot, originated.
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information on
The large squad will probably be
To Work on T
the extent of termite damage in
After several days of conditioning, cut to a smaller number before
your property. Don't delay, call
the squad will get down to serious Spring practice is finished. Moore
today!
work on the T. It is not entirely said that no definite policies would
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
new to the squad because Moore be formulated until Faurot takes
Phone 262
employed it sporadically during the over the squad. _
The Breds are working toward a
Awkeeked Fl•err•we.ite•
first part of the 1947 season.
Ohio Valley Teragnix Coup.
The loss of Max Carlisle by grad- new goal as they play in the reuation may cause some changes in cently established Ohio Valley Con- •t IS
the lineup in order to strengthen ference next fall. Opponents they ▪
As Advertlesd lu"The het"
the center position. Moore said that will meet in the new league include
It is quite possible that all-K4AC Eastern. Western, Morehead, and
tackle John Hackney-will be moved Evansville.

Baseball raining Camp Briefs

Remember always the ideals for which

rola trainaviation,
of the fuiy,steady
a for adletails at
U. 8. Air
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FOR SAFETY'S SAKE
• Check Tires
• Check Brakes
• Check Cooling System

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

TERM INIX

GPDAWCREP
4
.
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A complete oil and grease change will
make your car purr and sing like "Bing"
Cmplete Line of Gulf Tires

Chig's Gulf Service
TELLS CARRAWAY
PlIONF 9117
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JO WILLIAMS, Editor -PHONE 374-M

Nem

age

Activities
Weddings*

College
Calendar

with him on a country estate!

April 2, Fridays-. Training school
play-little chape1,7:30
April 3, Saturday-High school
play-day sponsored by W.A.A.
April 6, Tuesday-SAL and Phi
Mu Alpha concert-Recital hall
April 7, Wednesday-Chapel
April 8, Thursday-Seniodreeital8,15 in recitalhall
Dr D. F. Fleming. Vanderbilt
professor v.-:11 speak to I.R.C.
at 7:00 p m., college auditorium
District F.F.A. Field day-9:003:00
April 9. Friday-Campus Religious
council
April 141 Saturday-Campus Religious council
April 11, Sunday-Campus Religioui ccunca
April 14, Wednesday-Spring vacation starts at close of the day's
classes.
April 19. Monday -Biasses resume.

•••
• I•
I I!~ 1.1•Am• aulli.re••

Loris Raymond has come to
New York with dreams of achieving fame as a pianist but. after
several months, has failed even
to get a job and is in desperate
financial straits. Carey Carson,
who came to the city with ambitions of becoming an architect.
has also failed to make any headway and is badly in need of a job.
They meet often at the Pinnacle
Employment Agency and become
good friends. Then, one morning, the manager of the agency.
Mr. Murphy. tells Carey of a
summer job for a young married
couple as caretakers on the Long
Island estate of a wealthy old
bachelor, Roland Potter, who is
going away on a cruise. Murphy,
who takes a keen interest in
Carey and Loris, suggests that
they marry temporarily Is order
to get the job. When Carey proposes the plan to Loris on a
strictly business basis. she reluctantly agrees and goes down to
the Municipal Building with him
to see about obtaining a marriage license.

Social Calendar

-

Locals

Monday, April 5
The Cara Greve; Circle will meet
- with Mrs. Jack Belote, Hazel Road,
at 7:30 p.m.
• Tuesday. April
The general meeting of the
W.s.cs. Will be held it the
Methodist Church at 2:30. Circle I
will have charge of the program.
•
—
5,. ---4
Misses Fay Nell Anderein and
Oneida Ahart will honor Miss Minnie Lee Churchill, bride-elect of
Thomas Walker. with a tea shower
from 3:30 to 5.30 at the Woman's
Club- House.

thing, saying that it would take a
few days to meet all the requirements. As he accompanied Carey
and Loris to the door, he said he
would expect to see them again
soon.
"By the way," said Carey."About
getting married. Lots of folks have
civil ceremonies, don't they?"
"Oh. yes Indeed!" The young
m a n smiled and mentioned the
name of a movie actress who had
been married there the week before
".A civil ceremony is quick andand painless!"
Carey grinned. "T w o things 1
likae-painless marriage and painless dentistry."
He and Loris left then.

HEV they reached the street.
Loris said, "Imagine that
movie star getting married without
the usual fanfare! Maybe it's a
cud idea but-but I still don't like

W

it

CHAPTER IV
ORIS and Carey located the
L
a-d door to the Marriage-license bureau, and entered.
They found themselves in a
large room filled with long tables and straight-backed
chairs. Tables and Chairs and
people.

"Don't like movie actresses having such a simple wedding?"
"No-I don't like any one being
married in such a - a cut-anddried fashion."
"Neither do I." said Carey.
After a moment of silence, Loris
asked. "We'll have to have witnesses, won't we?"
"Yes-two of them, I think."
"Why not ask Mr. Murphy to be
one of them?"
"Swell" said Carey. "And maybe
his wife ,would like to be the other
one. He told Me she had a senti-

WITHIN a few days, the marriage
VT license had been obtained, and
all arrangements for the ceremony
had been made. Mr. Murphy had
welcomed with enthusiasm the suggestion that he and his wife act as
witnesees.
On the wedding morning, they
all Met at the Pinnacle Agency.
Mr. Murphy had bought bouquets
for Loris and Mrs. Murphy. a flower
for Carey's buttonhole, and one for
his own. He even insisted upon
getting a taxicab to take them all
down OD the Municipal Building.
As they sped downtown, be told
Loris and Carey,"Mr. Potter's coming into the office early this afternoon to meet you two, so It's a good
thing we're getting this wedding
ceremony performed this morning."
"Sant Murphya" his wife exclaimed. "You make it all sound so-so
unromantic."
"I'm sorry but, after all, they are
marrying for Mr. Potter, and so-"
"Oh, it's all right," Carey cut in.
"We understand, don't we, Loris?"
"Of course." said Loris. "but it's
nice of Mrs. Murphy to want to
make things seem a little moreer-normal."
"You sweet child" said Mrs.
Murphy. -If I'd had my way, you
two would have been married in our
apartment. Then we could have
had a wedding breakfast afterwards."
"I'd have liked that," Loris said
wistfully,"but there really wouldn't
have been time. Thank you,
though, for thinking of it."
reached the Municipal
THEY
Building and, soon afterward,
from

'LOCALS

A

Milo Mary /head- • from .Nauihvilse

Due to previous airangernent of
the school, the Kirksey PTA. will
meet Thursday, April 8 at 1:30
o'clock.
Mrs. Hal Tucker will be in
charge of the program on "Safety".
Plans are being made for, recreation after the program by Mrs.
Hansel Ezell.
A special invitation is extended
to all mothers who have pre-school
children.
All mothers are invited ,,to
present.
Mrs. Hugh Farris' first grade
children will be given a complete
health examination, Wednesday.
April 7. All first grade mothers
are expected- to r be present.

Garden Department
Of Woman's Club Has
Monthly Meeting

The regular monthlymeeting of
the Garden Department was held
at the club house yesterday afternoon at 2:30.
Each member answered roll call
be giving the name of her favorite
rose. •
Mrs. Cat nie Hendon gave a very
interesting talk antaled "If You
Could Have Just Twelve Roses."
responded
Miss Evelyn Linn
very beautifully for her mother
Mrs. Willie Linn who was to have
been the speaker and, unable to attend. Miss Linn's subject was "A
Rose Can Be Beautiful Even Out of
Season."
During the business session Mrs.
V. E. Windsor, chairman, presided
and the following ofifcers were
elected:
Mrs. D. L. Divelbiss. president:,,
Mrs. Robert Moyer, vice-president;
Mrs. Frunk.laillefeasaseceettary; Mrs.
Carmun Graham, reelected treasurer.
Thirty-three members and two
visitors Mrs. Charles McClain from
Louisville .guest of Mrs. Clete
joyed a delicious-party Plate which
was served by the following hostesses: Mesdames A. Carman, atlin
Clopton. A. C. Farmer, H. B. aBiley,
C. A. Hale, B. J. Hoffman and Fred
Gingles.

.,,,,,,,,._.

Navy's '
irService
Boasts of Record
''''''AsIbds
t Dis an

TheN'

Juniors Of The
Forest Have Easter f--•
_
Saturday

DELICIOUS SHORT ORDERS
Hungry Men and Women,

Civic News

e8a

vidiffig lief grandmother, Mrs
C. A. Head op North 16th St. Miss
Heads father, Mr. William Head,
will arrive tomorrow and following
a short visit he and his daughter,
will return to their home.
Dr. A. H. Titsworth and - Dr.
W.00dfin Hutson will attend the
dental convention in Louisville
next week. While De. Titsworth
is in Louisville Mrs Titsworth and
son . 'will , visit her mother in
Columbia.
••
Mrs Charles McClain of Lou*
rule is visiting her sister Mrs C. C.
Farmer.
••
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Lertzman
and son Judson of Los Angeles
were guests ,Saturday of Mrs.
Lertzman's sister Mrs. Robert Jarman and Rev. Jarman.

they were listening to a far
musical voice going through a horribly cut-and-dried ritual in a
small chapel that seemed more like
a courtroom.
"Gosh!" Carey kept thinking.
-This is like a nightmare-only
OLD AND NEW FOR JAPAN-Kazuye Komatsu (left) model:
worse." He knew Lois wasn't enjoying it any more than he was.
Japan's old-style kimono, and Toshi Kurotsuchi models her
Poor little Loris! Marrying in such
own creation for Japan's modern woman-a smoky gray
a place, and for such a reason! He
dress -at a fashion show of Chicago's Vogue School of
hoped she wouldn't regret it.
Art.
Fashion
Loris looked up at him. There
The Woman's Association of the
was a gnawing ache in her heart.
College Presbyterian Church will
aa
Marrying /or a job! With all her
' meet at 2:30 with Mrs: Charlie
murth for finding the Golden rasa
dreams of organ music, orange
ter &al Egg.
Crawfurd. Olive Bled.
blossoms, bridal veils and tossed
_
Virginia Carold Hodges. whose
bouquets mocking her! She tried
.
which tax money
tairttalay is this month, was honorto shut out pictures of those things the first state in
-- -The-Delta
epaigune4 -of the- m v.,.
usually associated with weddings. was used to support the music of
.d.
and
the
Juniors
welcomed
two
_ Murray Wornallts
b will meet
ati
4
'"
a.
''
. .
.,
.---Beeelsoverte-anci- 13,..hies-.
but she etouldiaa.- She-kept remem-aria ermailars. Mataile -Lam-Carr
at the 'Club mouse.a
' --, .
tiering weddings she had attended
North Carolina's orchestra is
__a
The Teen-Age group of the Lois
• '--:
, : .and Lynette Lassiter.
in her home town. Laughte r. known as -the people's orchestra."
4
Waterfielci Juniors -of the woull-;
,- There avere colored egg-shell nut
The Woodmen Circle Officers
eathless happiness. Rice. Old
sBro
It is composed entirely of North
the.
men
Circle
met
.at
home
of
Club will meet with Mrs,. Lula
cups. ice cream and cookies for
shoes.
musicians, and it is supCarolina
Wil•
their
sponsor.
Mrs
Mildred
Loris
Fernier.
All those things. and she,
each of the auelts. Mrs. Ruth
ported partially; through legislative
Saturday
afternooma.B.lackwuixl and Mrs. Lynn Lassiter
m_ urth. on
Raymond, was getting married in
The group meetings of the :two- .
grants of 512.000 yearly.
a place that looked like a courtmons council of the First Christian March 20. for their spring social. and Mrs. J. B. Farris assisted the
room-getting married to a man
The present tour began Feb. 1
ChUrch will .mirt at 2.38 as listed: . In a short business session, the hostess with the egg hunt and the
she had met in an employment and continues through May le The
Group I, :Vies H C.-Corn...Chair-a I.M14.,i4 discusseel their imitation to refreshments.
when
It
well,
maybe
agency!
Oh,
-.
full. orchestra is composed iTif 10
•••
man, will meet'in the basement of the Red Cross, their membership in
•.,
•
was all over, when she and Carey
,
musicians. However. a "little' 4'm.
the Welfare Club of the Woodmen •
I
were divorced, she would marry
Me Church.-.
of 23 pieces from the'full
phony",
--m-buti-- II_ lira IC /4„.. Pollard Circle and other cfeae
again. And if she did there was
one thing certain-she would have orchestra gives concerts in the
Chairman. will meet in the home- The ten members present enjolt
her next wedding as romantic as smaller communities.
of Mrs. B. J. Hoffman Miller A.v.e... ed parlor games and joined with
pos.sible. She would wear a gown
In 1947, the two units played 115
• Group III. • Mrs L. M. Overby their sponsor in honoring
with a train, and she'd toss her concerts in 58 cities and towns.
Chairman'. will meet in the home of Jo Mortal. and Mary Mill= Ellts.
_
___
bouquet into space, and hope that- Half of the Concerts were especially
Mrs. E_ S Diuguid Jr.
two members _ who will celebrate . -And now I pronounce you man
and wife." said the voice that was for children. and were given free
Wednesday. April 7
... their_ 'birthdays this month. At the
By JAMES E ROPER
of charge.
far from musical.
A pot luck supper will be given close of a pleasant afternoon, de- United Press Staff Corre*pnndent ,
Carey. obeying a sudden impulse,
State subsidy first was granted
nt the College Presbyterian Church lightful retreshments. were serve/IL
took Loris in his arms and kissed
self-.
HONOLULU
in 1943 and has been increased'
• ••
..
beginning ..t 6`.30 it. honor of die .
her.
styled "world's greatest airline" .is
steadily.
new members.. The entire congre"Oh!" she said.
Marrying for a job! With all her dreams of organ music,
going out-of business, and laments
But she didn't pull away. She
gation is invited to attend.
echo all along its far-flung routes.
A new wrinkle in local tax colorange blossoms and bridal veils mocking her!
clung to Carey, as if for protection.
.
1
Thursday April I
.
The domed. ;Mira is the Naval
as if she simply had to cling to lection has been developed in AdYoung Matrons
M
What a lot of people there were mental streak a mile wide."
Air Trainepidlet Service the -Kavylisemeone or she'd collapse in a heap ferson County. Ala.
meet at ,30 a t the u'l Group
,Ipfc. (7%4
e-fl
ak
:Party
• And they'll not talk about the right there in the middle of the
Dese
Canprivate air line which is to be thought Loris. And they appeared
The International City Managwedding, either- that is, to others. floor.
ter with Mrs E. L Noel.
nationalities.
of
all
to
be
ers' Association reports that the
The Suo-Teter age i,i ,,,p at taalmerged with the Army's bigger and
"Getting married seems to be an We mustn't forget that Mr. Potter
"Everything's going to be swell," county collects various taxes and
Ibetter-kaown Air Transport Corn- international affair, doesn't it?" is to be given the impression the'.
The Business and Professional uniors of the For_est. Woodmen mend.
Cares whispered
Wii•
we've been married for.some time
remarked Carey.
Circle.
met
Joe
with
Mrs.
course it will!" Said Loris. distributes them to cities within its
.."Of
Clamp of the First Christian Church
Carey nodded, then smiled. "You'- getting hold of herself.
Loris merely nodded. She was
NATS and ATC will consolidate
borders.
W ill meet at 7:30 in the home of I murth on March 2 fpr an Easter
to
have
know.
I
think
we're
gang
experiencing
a
sinking
sensation.
under the title of Military Air
The association said the advan"How perfectly sweet." cooed
Mrs. R. D. Langston, 422 S 3m party. There wert 16 Members Trar.sport Service,
Island.
We
fun
down
there
on
Leine
She
noted
how
happy
a
certain
Mrs.
tages of the plan are that it curbs
with all perpresent to participate in a number
probably won't have many duties
young
man
looked
as
he
grinned
Mr.
MurPhy,
"Come
on,"
said
tax evasen and steps up governSt. Miss Ruth Ashmore is Chairman. of Eafter contests and games. - -. -- exonnel going into the new. inde- down at the girl with .iim. In so we'll have lots of time to swim,
tberrisw
klay'
i.ti
'
nW
gc.. mustn't keep Mr. Potment economy by cutting dcwn the
Executive Board meeting of blurIn an out-door egg hunt, prizes pendeat Air Force. It is part of-the love-those two. All these couples relax and enjoy ourselves."
ray Woman's Club will be at .200 torent_fualoYee McCalte f6r..flrirling over-all armed forces reorganlita- were in Ibre. But she and Carey"I hope there's a piano in the
Carey stiffened. "No, of course cost of collecting the separate taxes.
The system is used by states.
It was cheating, that's what It house." said Loris.
",ClulaHouse,
not. That wouldn't do at all."
the most eggs and to Joanna Wits lion intended to save money.
"There must be. You can pracBut the men who fly. the Navy was, to get manied for the- sole
"Santa Claus Potter awaits!" which redistribute fractions of
planes areas unhappy, as any high- purpose of obtaining a job ft was tice to yotfr heart's content, ana said Loris. feeling that. II someone state-collected taxes to local juriswrong - terribly. terribly wrdnk' I'll find a quiet room where I car. gave her the slighte.,t push, she d dictions. But
spirited team that must disband. For a panicky moment.
the county-city sylLoris Wee work on some plans I have in mind tumble right- into a mess of hystern has been used -rarely-L.-They think they art the hottest tempted to turn and run.
for low-priced bungalpws for the teries.
things on two wings.
Jefferson County collects gaso-.
'
talking to a great middle class."
.7,4 4. ,.f.aux_sas_
line, tabacco and beer taxes and
L or ks' heart lifted. Maybe it
clerk. alking him about the reHas Safety Accord
•
(To be continued)
gives rebates to municipalitias.•
NATS I amed a few days..after quirements for obtaining a mar- wrasn't game to tie so bad. atfter all a
I he charactervin this serial are
IICUYISe The clerk a pleasant --this bring married to Careva
fictitious,
County officials estimate that the,
Pratt Haz bor. rapidly threw lines
FOT
and
a
summei
Arcarlta Rouse. Inc
Carson
spending
maaigni
ii.$t
v
man,
explained
every
faced
young
is the
yield from these levies will total
Atlantic and Pacifie.
$2.725.000 during the current fiscal
!slashing cargo and key personnel
year.
far-away points. And RATS did'
claim it is the most efficient big
I bond sale in scheduled for April 15
Of the total, about 91,073.000 will
sjfely.
I to finance improvements in the
plane now flown on scheduled
be returned to cities during 1948 in
NATra_Liiasist4aly bad a lower only five Mars now existing 'They
•
_
. city-owned transit system. A $8.300.•
prepertion ate_their..populalion and
.rtident-rate than ATC.' and last flights.
• Ely A.LFHED -LERCH- - - -4.000.-bond issue-was-sold- last-mon-91,BuL_NAIS mama aatisfied
1. BAR.B-QUE
yei:r Ire*, nar1y506.000.000
their,„Antribution to the tetal col, pas- only with operational efficiency, United Press Staff CorrespondCnt
In Massachusetts, legislators are
,aenger-miles without- killine a pastions:
•
considering plans to create a speand insists that all other aspects
errger. The record was made -de--t HAMBURGERS
CRIC.AG0
-eI411 author-ay which
would take
of the service meet or suntans the
wite the fact that 75 per cent of
standards of tha commercial air warq public ownership of transpor- over and expand, commuter lines
NATS wolk is over Water.,
tation line in big cities is grewing. for about 75 municipalities in the
3. CHILI
lines
All NATS pilots ine the ground
The Municipal Fin-ance Officers Boston area. The transit network.
Passengers
Satisfied
Route 3 aria 51
santrol approach sylitern„of radarAssociation reports that the need now is owned privately.
4. COLD DRINKS
. directed landings even. when the
Every pa;aenger is asked to fill
better
transportation
has
fin
In Cleveland, the municipallyCAIRO, ILL.
weather is clear and visibility per- out a questionnaire commenting on prompted plans for expansion of
owned system plans to finance
feet. Ceps-twat _use of thejacquip- nisi about everything from the publicly owned
S. MILK
_!presents
transit lines in major improvements with an $11,, ment keeps the .pilots so skilled., taste of the coffee to the shape of, California.
I.
Massachusetts. and New 000,000 bond issue.
that a landing in soupy weather the hostess' legs.
York.
According to the finance officers'
I leaves them unconcerned.
There are few complaint., against
Meenwhile. Chicago's new Iran - asociation, part or all of the tran' The line never has had a fatal either. In one recent month, 14.228
Opening March 29
sit systems of seven of the nation's
.e.eident with its four-engined questionnaires were filled out, and sit atithority, which took over prilargest cities are owned publicly.
DC-4's or .Mars Flying Boats, thich only 136 contained,complaints, Not vately-owned streetcar and elevaThrough April 7
CLYDE ROBERTS — Owners - ALLEN POOL
ted lines last fall, is expanding met- The cities are Boston. 'Chicago,
the Navy pioneered.
a sinagle one reported a lack of ropolitan service in the
$2.00 per couple, plum tax
Cleveland, Detroit, Philadelphia,
first
phase
12 Flights a Week
courtesy, from NATS personnel.
of a 10-year, $150,000,000 improve- New York. and San Francisco.
Six nights a week one of the
HATS: a bit smugly. says neither
flying boats, weighing more than ATC nor the 'commercial air lines ment program.
In Californie. the state legislaNorth Carolina's state-subsidized
70 tone fully loaded, lifts from the can match that record. SCI NATS
water at Alameda. Calif.. and heads personnel hope that their organi- ture is considering a plan to pro- symphony orchestra will play to an
• air Re4olulu. Anather Mars flies zation will be kept as. intact as pos- Vide the entire Los Angeles' area estimated 200.000 persons on its'
with integrated auto-bus-rail tran- current tour. -, the other way.
sible in the NATS-ATC merger
Texaco Gas and Oil
According to the Council of State
Three passeneers get - to-sleep In which is now being planned In a sit facilities at a cost of 1110,000,000.
In San Frianco
a 92.000.006 Governments, North Carolina was
Washing, Greasing and
bunks clurina, the overnight, non- series ef conferences in Washing— -op tem, and the 40 or so other ton.
Adjusting Brakes
ERASE AN ERROR AND IT DOES NOT SHOW
Ipassengers doze in recliqing chairs,
The two. lines actually were
Firestone Tires & Tn
reit hot meat or stroll on one of merged-on pauer-March
100 Sheets to the BOX
4,I. but
the two decks. When the flying so far the operational end of NATS'
Ph(,n( 912,1
peat. the largest in regular use, crack trans-Pacific routes has not..
TRY US
reaches its destination, you . can't been. touched.
J. C. Brewer, Mgr.
Tommie Conyers, Owner
Phone 615
even feel it touch the water.
•
NATS owns and -Operates the
A

Teen-Age Group
Meets With Sponsor
.
wihnurth.

a
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To'-Meet
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BONNIE BAKER

THE VARSITY GRILL
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Service Station
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Have You Eaten at the BUS STATION
CAFE Lately?
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NURSERY
FLOR(STe-COT NOPPE

F'

800 OLIVE-P140NE 3641

Body Builders
Electric, Acetylene
Welding
-- SEE —

•

P4011G4N'ar CO
`Ilion., KY

Hendon's Service
Station
Firestone and U. S.
Royal Tires
a'a

TEXACO PRODUCTS
200 North Fourth St
Murray, Ky.

Phone 82

"Lynn Grove's
Best":
All Frui-pose

•
Lynn Grove Milling Co.

Electric Wiring
and Service
A.B.C. Washers. A.B. Apartleric
12IeIII Electric Ranges. El
em's.
irons. and Small Appl

JONES ELECTRIC
SHOP
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Boyd Jones, Owner

FOR A WORLD OF
SERVICE
- VERIFIED LUBRICATION
-ROCKER SERVICEYour far moving while
•
greasing

Melugin StAndard
Station
Phone 404

RADIOS
and Small Appliances
REPAIRED
Third and Walnut Sts.
Phone 1035

ROBtRT ROSS

Stop At
Ronnie's Cafe
For your Barbecue Sandwiches and Sandwiches of
all kinds, and Soft Drinks
LYNN GROVE. KY.

Ronlild Crouch, Owner
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d Save Money

ill

SILEX and CORY Class Coffee BALDWIN-The official piano for
Maker Repaig Parts. We have a today's great artists, radio stacomplete line of these repair parts. tions, colleges, school and symA9c phony orchestras. Let us tell you
W.ALDWIN built
ACROSONIC -Douglass Hardware Co.
SPINETS. Seven different styles
how easy it Is to'Owna Baldwin.COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION
to choose from. Priced from $675.00.
Feezle Piano Sales, 323 South 7th.
-Any type for any Purpose. See
Lester Betsy Ross Spinets
Mayfield, Ky.
at our line before you make
A3c
a pur$495.00-Feezle Piano Sales, 323 S.
chase. Special discount on home
NOTICE-Gardens and lots plow7th, Mayfield. Southwestern Kenfreezers-Barnett & Kerley. Phone
ed and fixed (cheap). I have a
tucky's largest exclusive piano dis135.
Al3c garden tractor and I can du good
.jributor.
a
A3c
-- jab. Call 465-R - Norman AusSTILL FURNISHING CALLOWAY
PULLORUM
PASSED CHICKS County as described
Al9pc
below: Rough tin.
. that will live and grow fast. U. S. Lumber-P
oplar and oak.
All
. Approved. Different breeds. Hatlengths. Uniform
widths
and
ching days, Mondays and Thurs- thickness.
Accurately sawn. See
days. Book your order early to John
A. Nance, Nance Bros, New
avoid disappointment. Heavy cock- Concord,
Ky.
A9p WE SERVICE.ALL MAKES radios,
erals available. Murray Hatchwashing machines. small applianCry.
A20c KIRBY VACUUM CLEANERS- ces Call
56-Johnson Appliance
Sales and Service. If 11's Kirby, Co..
your Frigidaire dealer.
OR SALE- Thor wringer type
A6c
it's the Best. Phone 1120-J. 708
•avashing machines, $134.95. Thor
Main.
A8 ROWLAND Refrigeration Serautomagic. $199.50, dish washer
vice. All makes. Money back guar.
unit for Automagic, $89.50-par- MILLER TIRE SPECIAL -6.00x16•.pett & Kerley, next to Bank of $12.39 exchange. Guaranteed good antee. 12 years experience. Phone
Murray.
A7c
A8c as money will buy. Other sizes. 993-J.
Cable Motor Co.
A22c ELECTRI
'PIANOS, New Starr Spinet with
C WIRING and SERVICE.
3mch $499 used pianos guaranteed PASTRIES and TEA ROLIA, spec- A.B.C. Washers, A.B. apartment
;:ils low a,;- $135 and up, free deliv- ial orders on pies-Ward-Outland electric ranges, electric irons,
and
^ira any where. Harry Edwards Bakery. Phone 850.
A8c small appliancet-Jones Electric
.
South 5th
Street. Phone
Shop, Lynn Grove, Ky.; Boyd
:4431, Paducah, Ky.
A5c FOR SALE-Fryers $1.25 each, at .1( ties, owner.
A6p
415 North 6th Street-Sam KelUNLOADING SALE-Mercury tri- ley,A2c 1013 WELDING, farm equipment,
• ..tycles, • 12"--$8.35, 19•-$9.35, 20"
and machine welding. Boat trail410.35. Radio Flyer wagons, regu- FOR SALE: Two Kitchen Cabinets,
ers made-Murray Machine and
,•.ar $10 95-S7.95-Bilbrey's Car '2 lamptables. -laundry stove, and Tool
Co. Phone 338.
,A8c
several
other
items.
1104 Olive
-:and Home Supply.
A8c
Street. Phone 767-M.
A3c MATTRESSES Innerspri
ng and cotFOR SALE: 1937 Tudor Plymouth. ton. All kind of mattress work by
Call 929-M.
Ap3p the old established mattress man.
Pick alp and del. Work guranteed
FOR SALE: Cabinet type oil stove, Paris Mattress Company - A.'M.
good condition. Phone 6S.5.11. Ap3c Bell, Paris, Tenn.
Aleic

For Sale

Jar-

(LASSIE/Eli

USE THE

Dr
the
die
rth
ind

nan
des

RULFT"3"Alf-

I

Services Offered

ANY FIXTURE FOR
GROCERY OR
MEAT SHOP
•
-Factory Repsese'nfative For

Friedrich Floating Air
Refrigerators
arid
Sanitary Scales, Meat
Saws, Grinders and
Slicers
- - •
HARRY HARRIS
11 Store Fixture Co.

•

1

114 North 2nd St.

1*

itre
ea.

PADUCAH, KY.
Phone 891

FOR

150.

:

Commercial Signs

:

SEE US FOR PLUMBING, HEATING, sheet rrietal, roofing and Hotpoint appliances. H. E. Jenkins.
phone 498-J.
A7c

EXPERT" WATCH REPAIRINGHave your watch cleaned, oiled,
SALE -7 New-- power lawn and regulated for perfect time
discount 'a- terry keepInga-4-ll -Irtr• $7.715- plus postnee, 201 Maple. Telephone age and insurance. Quick _Service.
Mail for estimate to ROY WADE.
*A5c
Jeweler,.Clinton Street, Hickman,
Ky.
A2lp
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30-0prii Plate is
*cods
31-Born
32-.-?odder
34-Oirl's name
35-Hideouts
36-American tariff
maker
3'7-Wooden hammer
40-Wise man
41-Away from wind
42-Forms a crust
46-Employer
47-Close
48-To corrode
49-Misfortune
50-Bloody
51-Period of daylight
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Walker's trade to the Phillies with, to apply for applicatio
n blanks for Miss Martha Sue Cunningia
in were
making him a real star.
the outstanding member of the senthe recipients of the Alumni award.
That might sound peculiar to most ion class.
'
people, considering that WalkeiThe 1945 winners were Miss Eveare being mailed from the i
had been swapped off a pennant
alumni office this week to all prin- lyn Honctell and Russell Phelps
winner to what once was one of
cipals in the surrounding area, ask- who are niembers of this year's
the worst clubs in baseball.
to send in application for senior class.
"But you have to remember that in
Walker wasn't really a regular with an award for a member of the senIn 1945 Misses Ouida Lester and
ior
class.
the Cards." Bengough explained. Fi
Louise Cook were the winners, and
The -lila requirement is that the Miss Ckara Jane Miller and William
had come back from two years in
the army and played only :12 sc.hool have a former student or C. Taylor were 1947 winners.
•
games as the Cards won the pennant graduate of Murray State college on
the faculty.
in 1946.
PHILADELPHIA (UP. -Detec"Then we got him early last seaChosen on Scholarship
tive John Moros arrested two numson in the trade for Ron Northey
The award is granted on scholarbers racket suspects and instructed
and we certainly got the best of the ship and indications
that mark the them to drive their automobil
e to
bargain," Benny added. "I guess student as
having qualities to make City Hall.
the reason was that' Harry knew :le good in college.
was going to be one of pur regulars
Closing date on applications is
and we were counting on him, set for April 26.
A list of the names
needed him and appreciated him." received as
applicants for the
Whatever the reason. whether scholarships
will be published as
playing regularly made him more they come
in.
interested in turning in an outThe Alumni Association gave
the
standing performance. Walker be- first
scholarship in 1941 and has
gan todstudy batting with the fervor given two
each year since. Mark
We Pick Up and Deliver
and dtermination of a champion. Mitchell
received the first award.
"You've never seen anybody
The 1942 winers were George
work and Slave at hitting like he Mac
Wyatt and Miss Virginia Hondid." BCPough continued, "He just chell,
and the 1943 winners were
had to make good-and he did."
Will Frank Steely and Miss
MarBenny can say that again, out garet
PHONE 879
Feltner.
loud. For the hat, who &-ot his name
In 1944 Miss Betty Holland
and
AcrossNfrom Postoffice
because of .the way he fiddles with
his head peice between pitches, finished exactly 20 points ahead of
the great Ted Williams. who won
the riv_al circuit batting. title.
And you can understand ahy
they're hoping he stays right in the
groove.
-

VssWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

we
GI

DOWN
1-Possessed
3-Sooner than
5-Oats back
4-Re could eat
no fat
5-River duck
6--Oram
7-To shut out
8- Exclamation of
surprise
P-Oirt's name
10-Ireland
11-Weakens
16-Above
20-Vein of ore
21-Sleeveless coat
23-Baking chamber
23-31takas rough
25-On an incline
24-Approved
27-City in Nevada
26-Chair
30-Merriment
33-Loafera
34-Flightless bird
Ivar
36-To press together
37-To treat
roughly
3/1-Too
33-Tea dregs
40-Ilark Of 6111/111114"
43-Prefix
44-Chinon pagedli45--risoso

Have That
ELECTRIC FAN
Summerized Now!

DILL ELECTRIC CO.

ore_

aa.

HYBRID POPCORN SEED

Today's Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer

Murray Alumni
Association Seeks
Seniors

sensus of opinion Is that it's mighty
sweet. The "popsicle" lag corn,
r
from the fact that the bat is dr7a
CLEARWATER, Fla.. 'April 2
(UP)-Everybody in baseball was a deep brown halfway down and
•
I
surprised when Harry The Hat) is plain the rest of the way.
ng
The bat weighs 36 ounces, abitat , Leadi
Walker of the Philadelphia Phillies
.
waltzed off with the national league three more than the average maj4
A searcli is . being made for outleague's club. but thi_. mauling Milsbatting crown last season
siasippian is just the lad to u:le it. istandilia high 'school seniors. The
Everybody but Dixie's little broHe proved that last season as he %Alumni Association, for the eighth
ther.
- - - Milted his average .126 points above consecutive year, is endeavoring to
And the Hat doesn't expect things the .237 he hit in 1946
with the St. award scholarships to two geniors
to get much worse. thisa-seasoralLoula-Cardinals.---this sprinia_The_ .. . .
even though he'll have to hustle
"It's a longer bat, too, and I leach. according to Dr. Hal Houston,
to beat that .363 mark of 1947.
choke up on it a bit and punch the president of the Mun-ay State col-This is the baby that did it." ball through holes in the infield."!lege Alumni association.
Harry said today as he patted an Walker asserted.
Presentation of schalarships will
oversized Vila: which would tax the
"Ifeh. think it has eyes." agreed i be given at the annual banquet at
strength of an ordinary. man just ball Benny Bengough, the Mantes'. Wells hall May 29.
to swing at. let alone hit, those coach.
Each principal or superintendent
major league deliveries.
Walker moved into the batter's iof high sehools who live snear the
They call the Hat's. bat. a "pop- calie to take his Practice and Bea_ college or employ students
or gradsicle" oiethe bait ell& and the con'i vim, - watching closely. credited uates of Murray State
are requested
•
•

NANCY

We are now selling Hybrid Popcorn
Seed.

WOULD SUGGEST THAT YOU
BUY EARLY as the supply is SHORT
this year.
Have good Supply of Funk's G Hybrid
red-C-orrr a present.
We have a car of VIGARO Fertilizer.

PARKER SEED_ COMPANY
1111=.1••••

The Honeymoon Express

By Ernie aushasilior

DESTROY TERMITES. Free inDON'T FORGET our Auto Auction spection. All work guaranteed.
prices.
Sale every Saturaay beginning at Reasonable
References
10:30, rain or ahine.- $2.00 if they furnished. Frank McKiney, P. 0
Be'.
471, Mayfield, Ky.
don't Sell. $10.00 if they do sell
A23p
Anybody can sell .1. anybody can
DILL ELECTRIC COMPANY
buy-Main Street Car Exchange across
from P0111011ice. All types
and Auction co. Hupkinsvilie
of Wiring and Electrical supplies.
Phone 879. .
A7c
EXPERT SEWING MACHINE SERVICE. Fourteen years experience.
...qualifies me to extend to you the
best sewing machine
service
available. Have your old treadle
converted into a new style cabinet electric.
Prices reasonable
Satisfaction guaranteed. telephone
1120-J. 708 Main
M-W-F c

"FRITZ SIGN & NEON CO.".._
Highway 79 South
Paris, Tenn.
Phone 1619

HOUSEHOLD and COMMERCIAL
refrigeration. Sales and service.
l'hone 1087. 106 N. 4th St.West Kentucky Electric Co. A8c
WE SPECIALIZE in COUNTRY
HAM, steaks, chops and
plate
lunches. All kinds of sandWicties
Rudy's Restaurant

ACROSS
1-That woman
4-To halt
8-Fateful date
12-Part of "to be"
I3-A fruit
14-Olrl's name
1S-To embellish
17-To fall in drops
18-Zgrg.shaped
la-Scrubs
21-To desire
23-Kind of berry
24-To amen
25-8hakes with
fright
33-Through

I

FOR
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

FOR SALE: Funk & Sons Drouth
Resistant Hybrid Seed Corn. Treated to resist Corn Bore and
Ear Worm. Special numbers adapged for Kentucky up-land and bottom soils. Both Yellow and White.
No other hybrids excel' in production. We stock all needed numbers. Funk SE Sons.-t, Handled by
the- 4olloW.41g-atierehants:-1.
Thurmond, Murray; John Grogan,
Shilo; Ralph McDaniel. Dexter,
Rhea & -Wright. Wiswell: Youngblood Grocery, Coldwater; -Otte
Farris. Pottertown; L. L. tiousdera
Penny; Ray Lassiter, Hazel. MSc

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

P. 0. Box 586
Walls and Bulletins

"ANYTHING IN NEON" COLD CATHODE LIGHTING Immediate Service On Noon Signs
or

14,•••

BREEDING STOCK - Two jacks
and a 5-gaited horse. One Pock is
the Ellis Nrather Jack. call anytime during the day. The fee is
$2.00 at the gate and $1000 when
ths9 cult is born-L. C. Hine Telephone 963-R-4.
F&S-A3

rJ

GetReadykaprk
FEED

Velvetgreen ittv;"
NOW
Extra Growing Power - for Lawns, Flowers,
Garden Vegetables,Shrubs,Trees

ROSS FEED CO.

Wanted

In Business
KEERECT. IT'S GOING TO
BE A TOUGH JOB-BUT WE CAN
HANDLE IT

4 to Page - In Duplicate
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE A
RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
LEDGER & TIMES

THEY'RE A COUPLE
OF BIG, GOOP-LOOKIN'

DOGWOOD WANTED: Will pay
$40.00 for rick of 160 cubic feet, cut
20. 40. 60 inches loin:
inches
little end and up. Must be reaVnably clear. Mill to be located' at
old mill location near stock barn.
Will start
buying
Wedneaday.
April 7.
Griffin Bros., Murray,
Ky.
Ap7p

RIGHT. THEY*E APT TO BE TOUGHBUT WE CAN HANDLE 'BM.

FELLA% AREN'T
THEY?
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kids-Man, You Had a Daisy Mae

By Al Capp

For,Rent
DAISY MAE'LL WHISTLE AT NIL, AS
AH PAS
HER HOUSE, AS PER
USUAL-AN:AS PER
USUAL -AH'LL
STRUT BY, AN'
,

1•MIRE HER!?

RECEIPT BOOKS

By Raeburn Van Buren

DOOWOOD TIMBER WANTEDWill pay highest prices. SPECIFICATIONS: Can be cut 20. 40 and
60 inches in lengths. lita inches at
smiill end. 2.2 inches of white
a.
red or trottriw,
clear of
knots and defects. Will pay $40.00
per rick rif 160 cu. ft., Cadiz. KY.
-L. A. eierteaLL7 Cadiz, Ky. Ap3c

FOR RENT: Two rooms unfurnished. See Bill Compton. 203 South
2nd, St.
Ap4p

Plant poi

/IT'S A BIG, G000-L0OKING
PLACE,ISN'T IT, SLATS"

TELEPHONE 107

We Deliver

ABBIE an' SLATS

Murray Paint and
Wallpaper

AN HAIN'T DAISY
MAE -E3)_‘T AN IS i
SICK.tr- SICK 0"SEE IN
se0 STRUT UP AN'
DOWN, VAIN AS A
PEACOCK,WIF THEY 4
CONCEITED LOOK ON

YORE STOOPID FACET.'

Wilda
1 15/11SY
tiallt
DON'T
LIVE HYAR
ANY

/HASS r FINE!!
OW A BOY KIN
PASS
WiFOUT MULV.1
GITTIN' N..1-W14ISTLED
AT--GuLp.o: •ecE Tr

rtoRa.ff

Phone 323

r;

We have it or we will
tell you when you can
get it, or it can't be had
•••

•
•

44 •
-1,
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LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST.
CHURCH
•
J. H. Miller. Pastor

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
..I. L. Hicks. Minister

t III itCH OF
IIRIST

Church school each Lord's day
Sunday School each Lord's Day on first, second and third Sunday
at 10 a m.
at 10 a.m., and fourth Sunday at
Preaching services first Sunday 1:30 pm.
of each month at 11 a.m.
Preaching service on fourth Sun
day at 2:30 p.m.
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
_
LAKEVIEW coentuNerr
CHURCH
Bro. J. H. Brian
.
Sunday Schorl each Sunday at
9:45 a.m, except second Sunday at
The Sunday School at L.akeyiew
1 p.m.
Community Church meets each
Preaching services every second Sunda , at 2.30 pm.
Sunday at 2.30 pm.
HAZEL cracrrr METHODIST
:At CRC'S
' C. L. Pr tr. Pa.tor

HARDIN CIRCUIT
Leslie C. Lee. Pastor

South Pleasant Grore
Sunday School at 10 00 a.m. B.
L Cooper. superintendent
VARSITY THEATRE
Worship Service at 11.00 a.m.,
"Tom Blondes and. Redhead."
first and third Sundays.
41 Hr
Min
Youth fellowship. 6:30 pm
Feature Starts. 1 00-241-4:37-Z13Nagel Church
7:59-9.45.
Sunday Schoolril-10:00 a m. Bu*, CAPITOL THEATRE
ford Hurt, superintendeni
"'Riding Down the
Worship Servfee at 11:00 a.m..
453 Min I Feature Starts:1:00-213- second Sunday, and at 7:00 mit
3:31-4:49-6-07-7 25-8 43-10 01.
second and fourth Sundays.
Masons Chapel
Sunday School at 10.00 am. firs
third and fourth Sundays, and at
2:00 pm. second Sunday. Brooks
Underwood. superintendent.
_ Worship Service M 11:00 am.,
__ Call ast_us for_
fourth Sunday. and at 3011 p.m.
Drugs, Cold Drinks,
second Sunday.

'iostiere.

_IN HAZEL

Paints.
Cosmetics, etc.
!

Preaching sorvices nrst and third
ounday at 11 a m. and 7 pm.
Sunday School each Sunday it
am:

FRIDAY
and Saturday

Coming SUNDAY and MONDAY
HENRY WILCOXON - MARY BRIAN
IN

1

"DRAGNET"

VARSITY'

Ending
FRIDAY

JEAN PORTER-- JIMMY LLOYD
IN

"TWO BLONDES AND A REDHEAD"
SATURDAY ONLY

HORROR-MAN TRAPS SUPER-SLEUTH!
Traey's most terrifying

nu,with KArlott, the

killer, as the corpse
qt
irles roolitie+m,
stay dud!
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PLUS

DONALD DUCK CARTOON

SUNDAY and MONDAY
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SCRIPTURE Ezekiel 1-4: Mad.
DEVOTIONAL READING: Psalm
137'34.

•

Prophet Among Exiles

GOD'S WATCHMAN
irZEKIEL reminded the people
K-0 ifait he had been sent from God
as a watchman, and he raltrlhem
what terrible responsibility was
upon him in warning them' to repent and return unto God. Flead Ezekiel 33 1-9.
If the watchman faithfully
warns the people, and they refuse
to heed the warning, their blood
will not be on his hands; but if
he fall to warn the people, their
blood sill be on his hands. Here
Is a lesson for every teacher and
preacher and parent today.
UNION GROVE CHURCH
And in this same 33rd chapter.
OE CHRIST
Ezekiel goes on to declare God's
Bro. Connie Wyatt
attitude toward all sinners. 'Say
unto them, As 1 live, saith the Lord
Preaching services each first and God. I have no pleasure in the
third Sunday at 11 am.
death of the wicked; but that the
Funday School each Lord's Day wicked turn from his way and live
-turn ye, turn ye from your evil
at 10 a m.
ways; for why will ye die!"
• • •
ALMO CHIC Urf
A WATCHMAN UNTO ExtLES
Bryan Bishop. Paster
sicoN of man, I have made the.
L./ a watchman unto the house
Temple Hill
Worship Service 11.00 o'clock of Israel," Ezekiel 3:17.
• This was the explicit commission
on first and fourth Sundays.
Evening service on third Sunday, of God to Ezekiel. And grandly did
7 o'clock. Church School each Sun- Ezekiel accept and execute to the
day at 10 o'clock. Youth Fellow- limit of his ability that commission.
ship each Sunday evening. 6:M.
The Jews were far from their bePrayer Meeting each Thursday e '- loved home They were driven by
hard masters. They could not sing
ening 7 o'clock.
the song st the Lord In a strange
Rumens Chapel
Worship Service 11 o'clock each land. The! had hanged their harps
second Sunday and 7 o'clock each on the willow trees.
With a sensitive sold, Ezekiel
fourth Sunday evening. Stewerdiamb
comes to them with the word of
ship Fellowship meeting
hope. He reminds them of the
Thursday (before the second Sungoodness and mercy of Jelievah
day) evening 6.30.
Bethel
to their fathers, Abraham, law
and Jacob. He lifts their droopWorship 2:45 o C IOC IC each fourth
ing spirits with clear and Tingling
Sunday and 7 o'clock each second
words of promise. He pleads with
Sunday. Church School each Sunthem to confess their sins and
day 11 o'clock. Prayer meeting
claim the pard•aing mercy of a
each Wednesday evening 7 o'clock.
loving God.
Brooks Chapel
e
Hesksed numerous means of gainWorship 11 o'clock each third
Sunday. Church School 10 o'clock. ing their attention - symbols of
their former commur3on with God.
Independence
Worship service 2.30 o'clock each Patiently he traced the dealings
of God with tkfm and their fathers
first Sunday.
before them.
They listened. and all who heedELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH!
ed the pleas of the faithful watchLeslie Gilbert, Pastor
men were saved and restored to
10 A M. faith in the goodness and mercy
iunday School
of God.
. James Chaney. Superintennent
11 AM.
We, too, are watchmen among
Morning Worship
_ 6 30 PM exiles. Let us learn the high art of
Training Union .
Mancil Vinson. Director
I Ezekiel in our ministry as watch40
730 PM ; man.
_
Evening Worship
Wednesday Evening Prayer
The churches will fail if the lesService......730 PM
sons of Sunday are forgotten on
W.M U. Meeting Third
Wednesday
6 PM. Monday and are laid aside for spe'
cial observance on only one day of
and each Fourth Wednesday
Afternoon
2 P.M. the week. - Wayne Morse, U S.
senator from Oregon.
Brotherhood Meeting first and
•
• •
third Wednesday
7 PM
(C•pyrisk p fk• Iiternstiosal Cam%
Elusiness Women's Circle first
of RA , INC!If4111 ea b•b•Il
ar.,, third Wednesday
6
ay

First Sunday-Kinney 11 am.;
Cole's Camp Ground 3 pm; Mk.
Hebron 7.30 p.m.
Second Sunday-Coldwater 11
a in.; Mt. Carmel 7:30 pin.
Third Sunday--Mt. Hebron 11
am; Kirksey 7.30 p m.
Fourth Sunday--Mt. Camel 11
sin.Cole's Camp Ground 3 p in..
Coldwater 7.30 pm.
There is Church School at each
if these churches at 10 a.m. every
Your attendance is apSunday
preciated.

I

lainer

TONE• BLAIR
ITROUBLE
I E.

CaliEl , WE 1(16INS • CLEM !Dila SliVill Wit TON

Onaorm

atm,

OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST
Leon Winchester. Pastor

Turnbow Drug C

••••••1 ..nal

Palestine, 11:00
First Sunday:
Lesson for April 4. UM
am; Hardin. 7 pm.
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 a.m.:
P-r-IIS quarter we study the CapUnion Ridge, 3.00 p.m.
tivity and Return of the Jews.
Third Sunday. at Hardin 1100
_using the Books of Ezekiel. Daniel,
a.m; Palestine, 3 p.m.
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10:00 Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Heiggal,
Zechariah and Ma.
m. and Unicn Ridge. 11:15 am.
lachi. Sunday's lesFifth Sunday: Dexter, Ii a in.
son is found in EzeEveryone is invited.
kiel 1-4 and 331-9.
It would be well
WEST. FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
for us to read again
F.. H. Somers. Pastor
the history of this
most interesting
Sunday school each Sunday at
man Ezekiel10 o'clock. how he came to be
Preaching services each Sunday
among the cap•
at II o'clock and each second and
fives by the river
fourth Sunday nights at 7:30.
Chebar.
is one
Training Union each Sunday
Dr. Newton of the most attracnight at 6:30.
tive personalities in
Prayer service each Wednesday the Old Testament - a man of surpassing culture and charm-and yet
night at 7 o'clock.
enabled to "sit where they set"
• • •
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN A MESSENGER OF GOD
KsZEKIEL could never have adaptCHURCH
"
ed himself to the role of minisJoe Ben Irby. Pastor
tering to the captive slaves apart
from the knowledge that he was the
Sunday School, 10 am
messenger of God - the messenger
Worship Service, 11 am.
of God's hope to broken, beaten
C Y.F., 6:30 pan.
souls.
Worship Service, 7:15 p.m.
God spoke to his people through
Neeklel. He speaks to his people
BAPTIST CHURCH
lieday through chosen messengers
H. F. Paschall, Pastor
....parents, teachers, the Bible, the
Rely Spirit. God may be speak.
Paul, Daily, Sunday School Superlag to you today.
intendent
• • •
Gene Orr Miller, T. U Director
HEAR YE THE WORD
Mrs. Grace Wilson. W M U Pre.t
WZEKIEL'S approach to the Jews
Morning
in captivity was by the authorSunday School, 9:45 a.m.
ity of God's direct message to them
Morning Worship each Sunday, through him. Ezekiel was
faithful
11.00 a.m
to God's appointment and mission.
Evening
He knew that what he had to say to
Training Union each Sunday 6:00 the Jews meant their hope of rt.
pm.
lease and return.
Evening Service 7:15 p.m.
He studied their plight. He
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:60
studied their mood. And then ,be
pm.
spoke to them. Out not only did
Sunbeams mitt on he speak to them, telling them
Witt
Tuesday following Second and
what God wanted them to know,
Fourth Sund.iy
but he moved !among them. He
Monday.
Y.W.A. meet
7:30 p.m.,
loved them.
following First and Third SunHe had God's message, and he
days
went in God's mood of compassion.
We cannot help people until we unKIRKSEY CIRCUIT
derstand them and love them.
• • •
R. P. Blankenship. Paster

TIME

9Al

rBL
SPEAKS

Freashing services second and
fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. iuld 7:30
p.m.
Sunday school each Sunday at.10
am under the directitin of John
Lassiter. superintendent.
B. T. U meets each Sunday at
6:30 p.m.. Harold Houston. director.

assnaQ04 31 4414*arse.11

a
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PIOUS

R A 'a, G A's, and
Hand first and
*NVednesday
COME AND
WITH

Sunbeam
third •
6. P.M.
WORSHIP
US

MURRAY CIRCUIT
C. A. RIM. raster

"IS.VAUCkNI Bat% I
Nknin

---good old Ledger and Times for we
really miss you, when you tail to
write.
I guess I'd better go!
..Kentucky Belle •
II,

First Sunday-Goshen 11 a.m.;
Lynn Grove 7 p.m.
Second Sunday-Martins Chapel
Another week has passed by and *mit, 2..iga1..painfully injured Fri11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.; SulIT HAPPENED IN KANSAS
here it is time for a bit of news. day afternoon when his work mule
phur Springs•7 p.m.
.The
COFFEYVILLE. Kan.
Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 am. Yesterday was April 1 and they threw him. Mr. Simmons was
in
tell me it is Spring of the year. rushed to the Murray Hospital. He name perhaps played no part
Goshen 7 p.m.
finished
Mrs. Brooks Schroeder, who has is doing nicely at this writing and the result. but Bob Dry
Fourth Sunday-Sulphur Springs
free style
been in a Nash- was reported he' returned to his second in a high school
10 a.m ; New Hope 11 a.m.; New
swimming mateKhere. The winner
ville hospital for homei yes;erday.
Hope 3 p.m.
Dick Stein.
the
past few
There is Church School at each of
Mrs. Katherine Lewis and sou was
these churches, at 10 a.m. every
weeks for a lung Harold have for their visitor Miss
Operation, is now Juanita Peeler. They were Wed'
Sunday.
at home and
Your attendance is appreciated.
nesday evening guests of Kentucky
am proud to re- Belle and family.
port she is „doing
Mrs. Daisy Bourland was the
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
nicely,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Johnson
CHURCH
It has been re- • and Miss Bernice Wilson WednesJ. H. Thurman. Pastor
ported to me that day evening.
Kentucky Belle visited the MurFirst Sunday, 10:00 am. Sunday Miss Imogene Rogers of Murray
School, Morgan Cunninghare, Su- and Mr. Ralph Ferguson ot Paris, ray Hospital Wednesday evening to
Tenn..
were
married
Easter
Sunsee Bill Simmons and Mrs. Paul
perintendent. Preaching at 11:00
am. and Saturday before at 7:30 day. Imogene. we wish for you Duett. While there she met sevboth.many
happy
years.
eral of her old pats she worked
pm.
Bill Simmons. a farmer of Hazel with there in 1946, and I am hoping to be with them soon.
SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Losing and
and to place a reliance upon God
Baron Richerson, Paster
which will not be shaken in later Mrs. Ethel Blalock and Clifford
Preaching every Sunday morn- years. It stands as a strong bul- Blalock bought out James Overing at 11:00 o'clock and on Sun- wark against the angry waves of bl's business on Eggner's Ferry
became' its operators
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
evil presently sweeping across our road and
Albert Cunningham, is superin- nation: It is a powerful medium in March 30. Best wishes to all them
tendant of Sunday School held materially reducing the army of in their new business.
Mr. and Mrs. Zolon Clayton and
Youthful offenders and delinquents.
every Sunday at 10 o'clock.
children of Memphis, Tenn., were
H.T.U. every nunoay moat at
"I would like to pay tribute to the
6:30, Ben Hopkins director, and thousands of loyal men and women Easter Sunday guests of their aunt
and uncle Mr. and Mrs. Bun Claypreaching following B. T. U.
who are serving unselfishly as
Prayer meeting every Wednesday teachers in our Sunday schools. ton of Buchanan, Tenn, Route I.
Miss Elois Bucy of Buchanan.
night at 7:00 o'clock.
We. in law enforcement, look upon
IA' MS. meets on Thursday at them as companions-in-arms in the Route I is now visiting her sisterin-law Mrs. Lucille Bucy and Ken1.30 p.m. after the tint and third fight against crime.
Used Fats
tucky Belle and -family on North
Sunday each month.
"As true Crusaders for Christ, the Thirteenth street.
Scrap Iron
Sunday school teachers want the
Visitors in the home of Misses
Metal
SrAIKING SPRINO BAPTIST' nation's children to be honest,
Minnie and Nola Adams Easter
Batteries
truthful, and unselfish. They are Sunday were Mrs. Mary Bazzle,
Hides
K K.gawaphysomeoe
- convincing youngsters that right Mrs. Jewel York
and children, Jerhabits, attitudes, and appreciations ry, Dannie and Lula Fay York, of
10:00 am. Sunday' School, James are necessary attributes for docent
Paducah. Afternoon callers were
Key, superintendent.
living. They are in the front ranks Mrs.. Robert
Ellison, Mrs." Lola
11:00 am. Preaching Service
of the great army of Americans Parkhill, Mrs. Lundy Tubbs, Mrs.
COO p.m. B.T.U. L D Warren, who are courageously fighting to
Alvie. Galloway. Mrs. Ruby Neale,
director.
free our national scene from dis- Mr. and Mrs. Hartle Williams.
7:00 p.m. Preaching Service
honesty. selfishness, greed, and
Miss Mary Mitchell of Macedonia
moral instability. In recruiting for was the guest of Mrs. Lucille Brio, ' 109 North Fifth
God, they are building for America. and Elois Bucy, of North Thirteenth
Phone 214
-More 'often than not, a child is street, Wedfiesde y afternoon.
THE
first introduced to the Bible ..by a
I noted Mrs..Ruth Washburn was
WAY
Sunday school teacher. It is quite a shopper in Murray Thursday
impossible to believe that progress afteenoon.
along the road to righteous living
SUNDAY SCHOOL WEEK
Mrs. Jerry Simmons. Mrs. Jessie
may be accomplished without the Simmons and son visited Bill SimSy GEORGE PECK
Now that the Supreme Court. by guidance of the Bible. It is the mons at the Murray Hospital Weda vote of 8 to 1, has ruled that re- source of spiritual food, the solution nesday.
ligion canont be taught in the pub- of life's problems, and the inspira- , Yes, Ole Maid, it is time for you
lic schools of the United States. tion for Christian living.
_lappet ssioaer woaj u.%op .tag
"As a law enforcement officer. I and come on with more news to the
there remcin but 1'o sourcesfrom
am
certain
that
which children can get religious inunless children are
rtruction---•their parents and the given the opportunity of participating in activities which have God as
Sunday School teachers:
Unfortunately this one sot4ce in their fundamental objective. we
all too many cases, must be ruled cannot hope to materially reduce
out. In couhtless homes the parents crime in our country"
Radios, Electric Motors,
That certainly is a hearty enhave neither the ability nor the inclination - to impart to their off- dorsement for our Sunday Schools
Washing
Machines, Stoves
spring a knowledge of spirival and their teachers by a realist, not
Ohings. In fact, there are man); g professional reformer
Surely
We Do Anything Electric
homes where the parents consider it should induce every parent to
God and Religion to be relics of the pack the children off to Sunday
"horse and buggy" era-not even to School on Sunday. April 18th. the
be considered in this Atomic Age. Sabbath Day of 1948 NATIONAL
Phone 879
This leaves for millions of Ameri- SUNDAY SCHOOL WEEK -and
can children only the Sunday school every Sunday thereafter.
Across from Postoffice
••••••••••••••
teacher standing between them and
materialistic, godless manhood and
womanhood. For that reason, the
Laymen's National Committee believes that NATIONAL SUNDAY
SCHOOL WEEK, which it sponsors
each yeqr takes on an extra degree
of importance this year It *ill be
observed from April 12-18.
J Edgar Hoover. Director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
most certainly qualifies as an expert on crime and juvenile delinquency. Here follows part of a
tribute he recently paid to the Sunday school and their teachers:
-The Sunday School is a citadel
of real spiritual influences. Religion to a boy or' girl becomes a
reality based on love and not on
fear. Youngsters come to know
that God asks more than mere lip
service to His commandments; that
He asks us to live under His guidance and love*
-The Sunday school teaches the
power of prayer and the need to
make God an intrinsic part of our
daily lives. The Sunday school
teaches the child to rule his spirit

Not everyoody
Calloway coanty subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.
HAYS & FIELDER
Quality
Foods

16th and Nlain

Ample Parking
Space

WE BUY...

•
SHROAT BROS.
Meat Market

AMERICAN

to
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II

Service on all Makes
Appliances

DILL ELECTRIC CO.

VI
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NOTICETO AUTOMOBILE
OWNERS & OPERATORS

WI
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ho
of
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at
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City of Murray Parking Meter Ordinance provides
for a fine of not more than $20.00 FOR VIOLATION of
such ordinance. The police, under the terms of such ordiance, can make arrests at the scene of such violations,

In the past, police officers ha,
. left "police tickets"
on vehicles whith isre in violation of the ordinance above
mentioned. Most people have reported to the police station eis directed in such tickets. These individuals have
been fined,the sum of fifty cents.

NOTICE-The Maude Cahoon
Washingette is fully equipped
with all new Maytag Washers..
Same 'oration, same service
as before. We will appreciate
your business.

Of recent date, certain individual, most of whprn
- are
known to the police, have failed to report to the police
station after receiving -police tickets...for violation of
the City's Parking Meter Ordinance.

MAUDE COHOON
OKLA WALSTON

-

301 SOUTH FIFTH ST.
PHONE 248

Hence, this is to warn the public that beginning oaf- date of this notice, warrants of arrest will be issued_ for
all persons who violate the City of Murray Parking Meter
Ordinance, and fail to immediately report to the City
Judge.
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GROCERY
at FIVE POINTS
has a complete line o
Groceries, Fresh Fruit
Meats and good vani
of Cheese.

3.

You are further notified that I will direct the police to
MAKE ARRESTS ON THE SCENE where individuals
continue to violate the Ordinance herein mentioned.

pr(
val

41

FINES WILL BE UP TO $20.00 where arrests are
made at place of violation, and in cases where warrants
are issued.

('all 655-J for Free
Delivery

HERBERT MURRELL,City Judge

Ample Parking Space
Ais
ir
ommomm
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